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ALAMOGORDO,
LAND GOBBLERS AT CBRRO

COLLEGE

Friends

and Patrons of

the College Present at Opening Eiercises Addresses

by Faculty and Others

Baptist college opened
morning. There were a
good many friends and patrons
present at tbe
of the school
opening exercises. Dr. Hanks, of
El Paso, conducted the exercises
in the Ohapel, after which Prof.
J. Manley Morgan, president of
the college, delivered an address of welcome to those preThe
Tuesday

sent.
After

the

Rev.

professor,

A report from Taos, New Mex
ico, says:
More or less trouble has been
caused in the valley around Cerro
by the alleged attempt of a number of Americans who came in
here a few years ago to keep cut
the incoming bona fide settlers
by gobbling the land in an illegal
manner. It is charged that these
land hogs have obtained thousands of acres by arranging with natives for the latter to
file on land and then buying (?)
out their holdings. After a well
known woman of Cerro filed on a
desert claim the land holders
referred to claimed that it was
not desert land and an officer .of
the department of the interior

Calloway, of the Baptist church,
spoke on the work of the college.
to investigate.
He gave a short history of the arrived
found that there were
was
It
work of the school, and as its
some
homesteads taken
past and present condition. Mr. up by menbers of the families of
Calloway said that the board of the large landholders winch were

bad employed what
considered a firstelass
faculty, and were determined to
make t his year a success.
After Mr. Calloway there were
other speakers, including the
other members of the facnlty.
M iss Hanks gave an impersonation in negro dialect, which very
much pleased the audience.
The board of directors are
determined to make $he school a
success, and are very much pleased at the interest shown by the
people in the work.
directors
they

An Auto Patty.
automobile party composed
of 0. P. Downs and wife, Frank
Rousseau, Mrs. Felton and Miss
Hazel Shelton, left Alamogordo
for El Paso Thursday. On the re
turn trip they left El Paso
afternoon, and camped
about twenty-fiv- e
miles out.
They came into town about four
o'clock Saturday morning. They
An

Fri-da- y

renort a fine
was used.

trio. Mr Downs car

A Good One

From Atchison.

young man visiting Atchison, says the Kansas City JourA

nal,

was declaring

that the

theory is all nonsense about kiss- ting being dangerous on account
of germB being conveyed
mouth to another. " I've kiss-

from

of girls," h e declared, "and I'm not dead yet."
Promptly one of his listeners
inquired :
But what about the

ed

hundreds

girls?"

Millinery Opening.
Next Tuesday, September 14th,
is the day for the opening of the

"Elite" MillinArv Stare. Mrs.
Bemis has gone to great pains
ind expense to make this opening the best in the history of
Alamogordo. She has a fine line
of hats
and fancy goods for the
Udies. The latest styles and
'llanos will hit found in thf xtoi-.to be displayed
at the opening

Road from RoswellThe Roswell Daily Record of a
recent date says : "Regarding the
improved road from Roswell to
Csrrizozo and Alamogordo, Gov.
-

says: 'The road will be
built. Lincoln county is not in a
Position, todo the work itself.
but the territory will help with
wnvict labor, and thus the im
Pfovement will be secured. "
Curry

Rush Joba Rushed.
Rush John Rnaharl ia fchn mnf-of The Newt' job printing department. You don't have to
it two or three weeks to get
printing at this office. Any
Hlmary job printed same day
is received. Call up 148
"er
uu we n h iftAr vnnr nrrinr

Jr

PRESIDENT

Will

not being lived up to in the manner prescribed by law. These
homesteads will be contested and
it is understood further charges
will be made against the would-b- e
gobblers.

It

is greatly

PRICE

HOW TO USE THE PHONE

MISS BEST SGEMfDY

The New Mexico Review has
the following to say about the
president's visit to the southwest.

tre People of Otero County.

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1909.

False Entries and Efforts to
Will Pan Through New Meiioo
Keep Out Bona Fide
at Night Stop for Short
Time at Albuquerque.
Settlers.

OPENED

Many

Official Newspaper of

tobe

regretted

President Taf t will not
that
make a longer stay in New Mex-

A
AT

ill III

Railroad Magnate at
Last Succumbs to
Death. Has Suffered Long.

The fact that he will see
nothing of the rich and fertile
Rio Grande valley ; that he will
It is reported on the streets as
catch no glimpse of the prosperty
EL
of the Pecos valley, that he will we go to Press that E.
not see the grandeur of the moun- Harriman died at noon today at
tains and the sparkle of brooks his home at Arden N. Y.
and rivers, will be a distinct
Yesterday Mr. Harriman was
loss to him and the Territory
from the car window alone, As reported as much improved, and
his
of
he will see Albuquerque only at the announcement
aigbt, he will get no idea of the death comes as a shock to the
rich farms and fields on all sides country.
of the Duke City and his recollection of the Territory may
Cloudburst in Colorado.
be not much better than that of
Telluride,
Col., had a cloudSenator Beveridge, whose visit
to New Mexico has remained a burst Sunday that caused hundsore spot to the Territory to this reds of thousands of dollars damday. Of course President Taft age.
is reported that every
will make allowances for all that mine Itin San Miguel district is
but there would have been no shut down, and that the railroad
greater delight to New Mexico and
Wagon bridges for twenty
than an opportunity to show the miles down the river were washchief executive of the land, that
and much railroad track
it is really a fertile, a rich, a ed out,
due power plant were
and
beautiful, a most promising
carried away.
portion of the United States.
ico.

Study of tbe Methods of Some
Business Finns Which Help
tbe Operator and User.

How best to utilize the service
of the telephone has led to a
study of methods on the part of
many large and some smaller
business concerns and not only
has this resulted in a vast sav-- i
n go f thne b u t a certain "etiquette of the telephone" has
been established which has a
tendency to obviate many an
noyances and to smooth over the
rough places and sooth the
nerves and the temper of many
sensitive souls. The telephone
becomes a nuisance when
is

it

persons at
either end indulge in brotracted
or senseless repetitions of
Hello" "Who is this?" an1 he
like.
How much better a n d more
businesslike in answering the
telophone to abolish the senseless and rude salutation "Hello"
and to at once give the name o f
the firm. For instance "This is
National bank."
the
"This is Mr Brown's residence,"
and how much more satisfactory
to the calling party conveying
abused

and when

First

to him, as it does, the

knowledge that he has the right
party, or if the wrong one the lack
of excuse for useless talk which
monopolizes the circuit to the
exclusion of more important
business. By the universal
adoption of such a rule less confusion would arise and "Central's,, "and the subscribers'
nerves would remain in a better
condition. "Central" is- blamed
for much, almost everything,
assistance and
but a
on the part
patient
of the subscriber would go a
lone way toward improving the
service, something which the
telophone company is constantly
striving to effect. The person at
the telephone should b e prepared, instantly the operator responds, to give the number
wanted, not from memory unless recently refreshed b y
reference to the directory, or, if
SORGUM CANE GROWN ON NEW LAND.
a long distance call, the name
of the party wanted together
A NEW CLUBBING OFFER. with the proper address. To be
DEATH OF JIM GREEN.
"hue
eras."
unprepared to give such in
The Nous Offers Good Propo- formation i 8 almost inexcusable
Tularosa Man Dies of Brights
Specimen Sent to the Business
and delay, and frequently
sition to New Subscribers.
Disease Saturday Formerly
irritation, i s certain t o follow.
Men's Club Interest in Plant
Three Good Papers
Resided in Alamogordo.
Band Elects Officers.
Shown at Santa Fe.
Alamogordo band held
The
Last week a clubbing offer was
Jim Green died of Wright's
Tuesday night for the
meeting
is
the
Men's
Club
Business
The
made in these columns, giving
disease at Tularosa last Saturday.
purpose ot effecting a
in
curiosity
the
of
recipient
a
the New York World three times
Mr. Green lived in Alamogordo
The following officers
shape of a sample of the "Dille a week, and The Alamogordo
for quite a while, but lately has
E. C. Kreamer
were
retained:
is
Spineless
Mr.
Dille
Cactus."
News for $2.00 a year. Since that
been in Tularosa. He has been
; Carl Pleasant, treasurmanager
plant,
and
of
this
discoverer
the
time an arrangement has been
a sufferer from the dread disease
promises to "fill a long felt made which enables The News to er ; J. N. Hanson, band leader
which took him away, for a long it
want" in the territory. Several offer the World three times a It was decided to call the band
time.
joints
have been sent by request week, the Toledo Blade once a the "Independent Band of Ala
Saturday he was feeling better,
Abbott, who wishes to week, and The Alamogordo mogordo."
A.
to
J.
and was sitting at home playing
with the plant in News, all for $2.50. This offer'can- - The boys of the band will give
experiment
with one of his children, when
section. In a letter to Mr. not be beaten. The News alone a concert in the park ot 8 o'clock
he was suddenly stricken, and that
Dille, Mr. Abbott says he has is $1.60 a year, and The World Sunday afternoon.
died in a few moments. He
several varieties of the and the Blade are $1.00 each,
On Incorporation.
leaves a wife and several child had
cactus, but has been making a total of $3.60 for $2.50
spineless
ren at Tularosa, and several relAt Grace Methodist church
unable to get through the first The Toledo Blade is one of the
atives in Alamogordo. He was
night Rev. Murray, the
Sunday
winter with them, as they would oldest and most substancial
buried Sunday in the Tulerosa
speak on the subject
pastor
will
yield to the cold weather. With papers in America. It is discemetery.
Alamogordo
Should Be
"Why
of
the "Dille" this trouble is ex- tinctly a family newspaper. The
Incorporated."
a subject
is
This
as
Twin Fawns.
overcome,
the one object of its publishers has
pected to be
good
many
interesting
is
Which
a
Park Manager Krippin is one plant was first discovered grow- always been to make it fit for people at the present time, and
of the proudest men iu the city. ing high up on the mountain the American home, for tbe fireall are invited to. go out and hear
"Babe," one of the park deer, side.
side, and of interest to every Mr. Murray speak.
gave birth a few days ago to twin
There is nothing that cannot member of the family.
Revival Servises.
fawns, and they are doing splen- be accomplished by energy and There are many departments of
Revival services will be con
didly. This makes four fawns pluck. The present Alamog- interest. No department is negborn in the park this summer ordo shows what can be done. lected,
but every feature is ducted at the Methodist church
The first one died on account of and the things that are being taken care of, with the idea of South all of next week, Rev
being deserted by its mother. planned now, and some that making the Blade worth many Arthur Maratón, of El Paso and
The other three give promise of are already under way, will make times the price of subscroption, Rev. J. M. Armstrong, of Tula
iving to enlarge the park Home of the skeptics sit up and which is $1.00 a year ; with The rosa, will assist the pastor in
herd.
take notice
News, $2,00; or The News, the these services. The pastors of the
town and the people generally
you
convince
Blade, and the World, $2.60.
will
A trial order
invited to attend the
are
good
only
on the
that The News CAN do your job Man who is
News.
at
The
printing
Job
at
all
good
no
usually
surface is
printing.

little

i

mm

v
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S CENT8

MEXICO FAIR AND

EXPOS

RE

Twenty-Nint-

Held

Annual Fair to be

h

at Albnqnerqne

Presi-

dent Taft to be Entertained
En Route to El Paso
New MexiThe Twenty-niht- h
co Fair and Resources Exposi-

at Albuquerque, October

tion

have the merit of
being new. The management
belives that the people have
tired of the same old things year
after year and has been hunting
novelties. It has found them.
One of the most interesting ia
the Southwest Marathon, the
first long distance endurance
race to be run in this part of the
country. Another brand new
attraction here will be the
Stroebel airship a real airship
that flies ; One that has made
flights before thousands o f
wondering spectators in all parts
of the United States and the
greatest dirigible balloon ever
invented. The immense ship of
the air will make daily and
nightly flights over the city and
fair grounds. Another brand
new thing in the line of sports is
the game o f Pushball. This
will be the first time this game
has ever been played in the
southwest or for that matter i n
the whol west and it promises to
be the most exciting innovation
in the history of the carnival
sports at Albuquerque.
The
biggest novelty of the bunch,
however, is President Taft, wha
visits Albuquerque for the first
time during the fair. A reception to President Taft is
being prepared which will smash
all records for enthusiastic dem
onstrations in the Southwest.
11

16 will

Exercises Sunday Evening.
The public is invited to attend
a special exercise service at the
South Methodist Church next
Sunday evening. Aside from the
regular services there will be a
musical program and recitations
rendered by the members of the
Woman's Home Mission Society.

Quarterley Conference.
Rav. Dr. Samuel Blair, super

intendent

of the

work

of

Northern Methodist church in
the territory, presided at the
last quarterly conference at
Grace Methodist church last
Sunday. The reports of all the
church work were turned over to
Dr. Blair to be delivered to the
general conference which meets
in El Paso early in October.
Some Fine Peaches.
The News is indebted to W.
H. Woods for some of the finest
peaches that have been seen here
this season.
This fruit was of the "Elberca"
variety, and was grown on Mr.
Woods ranch in the mountains.
They certainly did look good, and
when tasted did not deceive
their looks they were good.
Died

at Southwestern.

A Mr. Reeder, who has been
here only a short time died at the
Hotel Southwestern Saturday.
Mr. Reeder was from Missouri,
and- the remains were sent back
there for interment.
-

Engine Off Track.

The engine of the Cloudcroft
train left the track on one of the
bridges this side of High Rolls
Saturday. No one was hurt, and
the only damage was the cost of
getting the engine back on the
rails.

To Make Tea Cloth

w

PEA SILAGE FfcfcUim
LAMBS IN

TRAINER TORN IN

verybody
two.
With MM K to a
occupation; but to make a
tad vail about k to to make

wisuwam

FIGHT WITH LION

TSh

THREE ASSISTANTS BATTLI

at

DtS

TO RWCUI ON
PERATELY
ARMED VICTIM.

ÁW

BROUGHT

PISTOL

INTO

Woukeahau

of economical
lot. from the etandpolnt
a.
.experiment
this
production
height
ieet in diameter and 4S feet In
every
in
factory
u
a vast quantity of green reea can a work may be summarisea oj m- - tucked away. From auch a alio
ment that lamba reo onmoney: fed on
Waukesha county (Wle.) Arm
heavy corn ration loat
profpaat
winter
the
during
ed
süage and a limited grain ration
lamba. Aa resulta ta this
Corn uaed In this
handaome.
were
its
cents; screenings
caae showed a profit of around $11,000
-- feeding cost 50 to 63
better testimony as to tne purposes were worth $1617 per ton. Had last
..
. . aeraenlngs.
i.mh finishing
- tnree
purpose winters ruu
cos.
could not be desired. For the
per day. been used
pound,
.
of making comparisons tne
wuum
grain
for
head
dHna- - the winter a smaller nana 01
but little over
cost
Corn
cents.
hay and
oemou- the same kind of lamba on
one cent per day. The feeders t,
corn and that operation oareiy was strated. to their own sai.i.-toufeeding
.
alUge and corn con.tiueucD. Th Waukesha
that pea
KalanrpH ratÍO!l.
largely of an experimental nature and . ..
e - lBmb8 were
was revolutionary in tnai
them tar
reduced to a minimum
mnsider
.v
tlon was
,
a n the- -stock. Kesuits. usea, . i"
. niain.hred stock, livery
siiage
eww
o
ration
.
the
T
Chicago mar- I
were so ,onvmcing that
mm
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maw of

ra

w-wester-

Men Armed with Iron Prensa Finally
Fores Animal Back Into Caga
After Long Contest In
Narrow Paasaga.

-

irar
a

to

ijsn
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un
aUSS(

11

din
a. HI.
llic anana

The animals are generally fed at the

,
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In

As Bonavlta steppea into me
...nun whiD the big beast
Misaine the trainer
...'- apia,& ujwu him
the lion crashed Into a pedestal and

,,n

a..

,rnu,i his attention to me ueof a chair. Then the whip
structlon
with Fashionable
Design In Outline In Old Blue on Gray Linen,
was brought on the animal s eyes ana
Background.
It turned to retreat.
ttllUU
V
CRllea 10
l,o nnlot
I,
stitch ta
"
iHiua'tui
tea on the porch is is grayish linen with outline
animal was
the
biue,
that
trainer
p
lighter
in
darning
blue,
ruuiudi
AFTERNOONmost pleasant features dark old
K.j
.At. the" aame time ne iuuk
matching the darker
IMU.
possible on a summer day, and It and the lace
nedestal. in
a
K.hi
i
utiiiu"
ei
uc
Is essential that the appointments of shade.
wnicu ui
attaca
onethe
meet
to
tending
and
border
for
nn
the
motif
the tea table should be In keeping
corner are given, to be lion bad already begun.
the
of
half
porch.
the
of
coolneBS
shady
with the
When the beast, with a flying leap
linen by means of car-Kon
For this cloth, simple designs and tracednonsr the
i
...mtart with the barrier Bon
A
pencil.
lead
a
hard
and
"
.
materials of a rather rustic texture
ii,lv stenned behind the
w.
in,
put
two4och-.he- m
are the most effective, such as home-nii- plain,of outline stitch la
five IncheB above
row
crash.
and
hnckabuck
Unen
linen.
row five Inches from
Among the most attractive of the It and another
hixh forms the too of tne nordesign
the
with
tea cloths are those
A.r' Than the motifs are placed be
outlined and the background filled In
the two rows, outlined, and the
tween
Is
one
a
with darning stitch. Sach
filled in.
kanlrvrniinrf
Illy
.
water
.
shown In the sketch. The
ti,o .loth when romnleted should Da
design Is outlined with dark green
edge
o,;i cnunre with a two inch
toss, and the background filled In
for a finish, it is advisable to
with a lighter shade of green a de of lace
o crnnJ arade of floss. SO that It
lightfully leafy, silvery shade like
fade, and In washing It 18 well
June foliage. The material Is natural will nota good handful of table salt In
put
to
edge
color crash, and the Cluny lace
water to set the color. The cloth
Is dyed to match the darker green in the quickly
and easily made, and the
Is
the embroidery.
to be pleasing.
Another equally pretty color scheme result sure
Darned

.,.
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NOVELTY IN HOME AQUARIUM

COSTUME.

.

1

Is Mads with s Picture
Frame Front and Intended to

One That

Hang on

the

Wall.

ipilrii TrW

bM

close of the show, but owing to the
,.
tne lion
A
i
hraaklne
"
huí u ww, m nf

Roosevelt, Bonavlta has been taaing
the animal in the arena late at night
a
rAc, kin heen eiven not to
feed unless he has flnlshea reneare

Z

11

to
.hinh was BhiDDed
-several
rvmo lainnri from Mombasa
weeks before Col. Roosevelt started
tho nnrt has been known as
"Roosevelt" since he was taken Into
I

n-bred

rr

vow Vnrk Penned in a dark, nar
row passageway of an animal show
arena, at Coney Island, turee "
fouaht desoerately for more than half
.
v
moraine with a
ttU UUUI LUC Ul,k
the
a frtran lion to save
.
lüii'ftivnu
"Jack" Bonavlta, a oneftf
aaa w vm.
.
.
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Every Day is the Boot Day.
Write it on your heart that ore 17
day Is the host day la the year. No
man baa learned anything rightly, astil he knows that every day la Dooms,
day

Dnwroon.

T

Start with Hot Poker,
lake out rusty screws heat a

To

poker red hot and Isold It for a lew
momenta
0 tno nemo 01 i screw.
Then use tho proper steed screwdriver
to fit tho slot of u screw and R
will come out quits easuy ano wiu
rsry little trouble.

.

Dog Gave Hint twStpp.
Speaking on "Domestic Surgery" at
p.ieirh. Essex. Miss Violet Derla
stopped when she saw nor dog yaws.
She complained that he invariably sc.
computed her to her meetings sad
yawned when she thougnt 8b bad
enough . London Events.,
spoken
Standard.

Metallurgical.
a man with a bronce complexión
went up to a girl with a silvery voice
and had tne brass to attempt to kin
her. She resisted and. giving Mm a
steely glance, called loudly for a cop.
per. "One of tne nneoi qmcmy sr- rived on the scene and, with irony in
his voice, made the man his prisoner
Alas!" cried the uniortunate, "Ml
lhapplness la ore!"
Femlnins Perversity.

HHglBgH
sWBBla

Wisconsin Psa Sllage-Fsoe
limited quantity of silage, wu.
adopted by the firm as Its standard.
"
The feature of Wis ieeaiug
limited quantity of corn usea.
work
In the previous year's
were used and the lambs given
all the screenings tbey coma consume.
nnlv. limited con- 10.1 in
..
l ato l eiuHvu
sumption of silage, the lambs filling up
on grain. Gains by. tnis memuu
satisfactory, but cost was excessive
and the feeders determined on a radi
were sudsu-tutes
cal change.
and the stock practically forced
to eat silage. A small quantity of corn
d

Lamba

Who can account for the perversity
The homeliest
(of feminine tastes?
man in New York Is saW to have re
ceived 72 offers of marriage. He evidently is an example of the fascina
tion of uglines. Cleveland Plata- Dealer.

Ready for Market.

Beneflcient Bacon,
teeo- care was exercised to give each
it Is a well known fact that bacon
rne nrei.
cut thin, well cooked, brown, crisp,
began October 19 and ended December and dry, can be taken regularly and
gome
average
weignt
14
The
who find all
nnnndsf
. at
,
.
- the stock for a long time by thoseThis makes H
naa 71
ieeu-iu- i
ne other fata intolerable.
a
.aiiine- dav Rñ pounds.
put a valuable article for delicate children
3,000 lambs, costing S55.25 when
and others, who, are weak and fastid
in anld in one lot at H alter a
and corn ration. ious. Harper's Basar.
an the ailaee
.
icai
a faadlnarru
. " " npriod was strung
1 II 1 SCLUUU
. a i
Woman's Weapons.
drafts being
UUl uunae tha winter '
If a woman has a soft voice, if her
purchased at the Chicago market as
.,,
offered investment prices dress is only the right kind of sima from tK2R to 17.20 and sale plicity, if she knows how to look down
prices of the finished stock from $7 to and look up at the psychological moThey went in weigning 10 u
$g
ment, it she has only mastered the art
pounds. None weighed less than 90 nf comblnine the wisdom of the ser
pounds coming out and some reached pent with the gentleness of the dow,
104 pounds. All of the secona ieeum6
she can outwit a doxen of the stereowere shorn and while the fat lambs typed brand of adventuresses. Lady's
were mainly disposed of before the Pictorial, London.
spring rise in prices (otherwise financial results would have been greater)
Burglars' League.
t
a booming wool market added materi-of
a "Burglars' League." of
Rules
en
lambs
These
nmflts
tha
was president, were found
which
he
circles.
killing
In
joyed popularity
on Jean Relauol, who was arrested re
They dressed well and were regarded
cently at Lyons. One proviaea ror a
up
stanaaru
to tne
by buyers as fully
The
exclnsion of "any member who showi
grain.
nf lambs fed on hay and
incapacity for the profession, and it
better
no
grain delegation brought
conungeui.. arrested thrice In succession ;" anothSheared and Ready to Kill.
prices than the silage-teand
band consumed more er nravided for an admission test:
The grain-fewas fed twice daily, the grain. ration
the a third insisted on the equal division
as
grain
much
as
twice
than
from beginning to the end of a feeding- others.
of the spoils.
period of 60 to 70 days never exceeuAll this relatas to pea, not corn
ino- ii noundB ner day ana not aver
For Quinsy Sore Throat
in this In
aging a pound. It was a mixture of silage, and the feed used -exper
finmanna I have fOTfcOtten wto,
The
waste.
cannery
01,
me
was
proportion
stance
the
oilmeal.
:orn and
cure for this painful tena
iment has determined the feeding asked for a
latter being limited to
following w "
nnunri ner dav. At the outset one value of pea silage In combination ble. I have known tte
thoroughly eanu
nuarter of a oound of corn per head with a small corn ration. It indicates very successful mix
and on
uaed thia beinc gradually in noaaihiHMea for a vast extension of parts of alcohol and glycerin,
gt
to
previ
lf
mixture
of
tablespoon
The
maximum.
creased to the
and aheep feeding in an area
cattle
an
aa
gargie.
tne
a
use
water
allowed
and
of
ous season, when
regarded as within the corn belt
first shows trono
screenings they could eat, the average not
embracing Wisconsin, Michi- ken when throat up
proper,
three
was
grain
the attack. D
usually
break
consumption of
will
pea
wnne neavier gan and Minnesota, where the
frequently. This is i
pounds, per head,
gargle
the
crop thrives.
gains have been made in the feedfor any sore throat.
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A noveltv in balanced or
talnlne home aquairiums Is made to
hane nn on the wall like a picture.
The tank is oblone. narrow at the bot
tom, but wider at the top. The side to
go against the wall Is vertical, while
the front slopes up outward, aa a pic
ture hangs, and this outer side is in
fact surrounded with a picture frame.
The back and ends of this aquarium
are Inclosed in a metallic holder, with
hooks at the top by which It may be
hung, and at the back between this
metallic holder and the back wan 01
the elass tank Is inserted a picture, a
landscape having at the bottom In the
foreground a brook.
The bottom of the tank is coverea
with gravel, and set in the water is
suitable vegetation sufficient to please
the eye and to keep the water aeratea,
and then of course there are the fishes,
and when you have it thus stoekea
you hang this aquarium up on the wail
to have the effect of a picture wun
fishes swimming around in It
self-sus-

-
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Hs Took Refuge Behind a Sscond Ped
estal.
arena door, which had by this time
sprung open. Although the maneuvers
did not take more than a secona, tne
trainer was given a gashing wound as
the Hon struck the chair and pedestal.
mm
The big Hon. grew more infuriated
and fniinwed into the oassaeeway In
which Bonavlta had taken refuge. The
door swung automatically and the
the sheep will eat off the young
Logical Inference.
trainer barely missed the beast as it VALUE
SHEEP
1
snrouta and the foliage, causing the
Lord Lucas, who is so ahly
to
started down the narrow corridor
sprouts and the roots of the original porting Mr. Huktane In the territorial
wards the dens which on that side were
AND GOATS stumps to die, allowing intervening echen, tells a ood story of a teacher
all occupied.
Daces among trees to catch in blue
Midland town noted for hi P
ti waa In this oassaaewav that Tal
grass or other pasture grass. They in a
waa expía
lón, McFleld and Rey, trainers, were Their TJoe in Ctaavrlnsj Brush will not eat the bark rrom stanaing. triotic fervor. One day he thought sai
tag to his class what he
hurrying to Bonavita's rescue. As the
Land for wunrvawon.
trees of any considerable size.
a sad lack ef proper-- spirit In toe
men turned a corner and started down
v.
Vow Tommy,
NEWS.
FARM
OF
a runway under the steps leading Into
NUBBINC
said, written and
been
has
Much
you would tMM
what
to
us
came
with
they
face
"tell
said,
face
arena
the
the
of late years regarding
waving pre"
done
a
Jack
Union
you
animal.
a
saw
Kan.,
has
of
Harlem,
infuriated
if
the
J. C. Evans
Water.
value of goats clearing brush fine orchard of 200 persimmon trees. iy over the field of battle." "I
to drink the
The nassaeewav was dark and here great for
Are vou foreetting
grow
or
in
tor tne
!
auu v cultivation
only the green eyes served as marks
The fruit is about as large as a Cali think." was the logical reply of Tienproper amount of water every day?
of nermanent crass. It Is true that
fornia plum and he finds a ready mar as, "that the wind was blowing.
Do you drink two glasses oeiore at which the trainers struck repeated
brushy
on
browsers
City. From M. A. P.
rne wiatn 01 goats are greatthey
ly with their prongs,
breakfast?
soon
ciear ket for his product at Kansas
win
the nassaeewav had been nlanned for land and that
You should.
growth. How- The 200 trees yield an average income
undesirable
of
land
such
But by all that is hygienic do not Just such an emergency and the lion. ever, they are to be recommended for of about one dollar each year.
The largest pumpkin grown in the
take your water until your mouth hat unable to turn, was forced back while this use only when all tne Drusn ana
been rinsed with an antiseptic and the prongs were thrust at him.
are to be removed. state of California was raised in Santa
ra
land
on
the
trees
"
s
county a number of years ago. A Specific for Asthma. A certain
your teeth thoroughly cleansed.
At a moment when the rescuers
some of the trees are to remain Clara
Bright' Disen.
Rheumatism,
edy
for
264
pounds.
weighed
People who know tell us that an were getting decidedly the best of the If
Is very useful for cos
It
ni.. .
for shade or timber purposes, the
Coughs, La lnp,
It Is better to raise onions which Consumption and ail Lung andBro
tumes of this description. The skirt .id forms during the night in the encounter the lion made an upward goats will bark many of them, causing
all
Cures
Croup.
and
,,iio niain and is finished at the mouth and around the teeth. This acid spring. Like two fire balls the eyes
ia
100
average
125
to
bushels
yield
an
on
the melther to die or to become de
per tere, even If the price Is 50 cents chial Diseases. The greaupale, wei
foot by a single row of stitching. will decay the teeth, therefore com showed his adversaries the direction formed and almost unfit for use.
rot
and
good
not
Is
agent known. Makes
It
us
collar
the
tells
sense
for
t
mon
used
relying
not
taking
is
and,
alone
a budhel, than to rajse
White cloth
he was
The writer has lust visited a large
coat, which the stomach; It certainly should not on the prongs, the revolvers were
thin people healthy, fat and
cuffs of the
Missouri.
of
land
call.
estate In the hill
of the coal mined Ask us about it Write or
Ne&rlv
fastens down center of front by three be washed down there deliberately brought Into use.
where the estate Is being paniany in the United States, speaking In round the Cough, that la certain.
anyway.
buttons.
large smoke-pear- l
Aa the battle nrogressed Bonavlta.
pasgrass
blue
permanent
Tha Stramolln Co.
Rut a cold bath for tne average held from escape by the closed doors. cleared for
Hat of straw, trimmed with a wreath
trees are cut put numbers, Is burned, not in homes or S N. Harvey
St. Oklahoma City.
stomach Is a tonic just as it is for the waited. He nau nrougnt nis revolver ture. Undesirable
by
of flowers and two quills.
locomotives.
the
factories,
but
and the best trees of best timoer
Materials required: Six yards serge body. Try it
in noaitlon and as the weanon la value are left standing. Among the
estimated that through lax and FOB BALI BY ALL DRVilui"It
is
yard wide
48 inches wide,
two
handling
four
blank
and
of
with
in
bullet
methods
the
Improper
loaded
are
which
good trees on this land
To Improve the Neck.
cloth, three buttons, four yarda lincartridges, be was compelled to rely preserved for growtn ana mm
milk and cream a loss of over 5,000,-00ing for coat
T fatten the neck massage with on these for a final stand.
results annually.
locusts, which
black
the
ara
tuit
warm olive oil. A good cold cream la
This country consumed 115,000,000
As the lion seemed to gain In the are widely known aa an excellent
excellent, but the best results are ob fight Bonavlta fired three shots and
Cravat with Double Ends.
Umber for fence posts, leiepmrae pounds of tea last year and Japan lmthe olive oil. To apply then the beast antieared to turn a com
If you have a strip of brown silk, talned with
poles and railroad ties. The goats portea i per cent less man ten years
wa3h the neck with warm plete somersault The fourth shot was
to browse on the ten ago.
taffeta or messaline, and a little silk in thla first
are
soap, then
followed by a warning from Bonavlta
alone, but tney persist in
n.att rnntrastina color, such as ecru, water and a mild, pure
sprouts
der
FREE
ñaiicntp men or blue, make one of the rinse carefully and apply a cloth or that he was now usina bullets and that chewing the bark from the black loMendinu Roofs.
and
keep clear of Une of cust trees and a number of other val
should
men
rravats with double ends. These flannel wruns out of hot water
n
A
the
paper
covered
roof
or
with
felt
This compress
ora ent like a man's string tie, but folded several times.
fire. The effect of the somersault was
trees so as to permanently in- ing can be quickly mended with coal ...
on until It begins to cool, and in hrnnk In one of the caae doors and uable
tar. Paint over thickly with warm
with a difference. A perfectly plain u kent
jure them.
not
do
supplied,
but
Is
the trainers, quick to take advantage
ñi.. fold nf the silk is used to go then another
will keep down sprouts and tar, then lay on a piece of fresh JOSLYN ENG. GO.
Sheep
ten
than
more
treatment
of the position, ciosea in witn tneir
round the neck, but where It meets prolong the
d. nn cleared land almost as ef roofing paper, which should be fassoftens the skla and
lmmt anaa,
in front each end branches off into minutes. This
irons.
fectively as will goata, and they do tened at tha adaraa with manna ?IS Wt
slightly
oil,
The
pores.
ME!
of try- - brads; then paint some mora tar over
Hon
safely
narta wtvlnE four ends In all opens the
i. ka.a
habit
had
been
nnmicious
the
When
ha
uuv
Br-5ishould be rubbed In, giving
."
the targe trees wn.cn may the patch and over the edges, making
These ends are all lined with silk of a warmed, attention to the hollews. nlacari in the can Dr. Nash of Coney
eat
tag
to
venukr
won Bona be left in the field.
the trees and i a neai waierpruut paten wuicn will and VE.LIB.
contrasting color. The effect when especial
with a firm Island cauterized the wounds
be
growth are cut out, iast
iung M the rest of the root
vita's arm and body.
tied is very pretty. The cravat must
undesirable
other
rotary motion.
not be less than a yard In length.
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ERICANÍ
HOME

Mexico

BRADFORD
EDITOR
umr

Mr. William A. Radford wtU
questions and tve advice FREE OF
II subjects pertainlnc to the
OB
subject of building for the readers of
paper.
On account of his wide expethis
rience as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt, the highest
authority on all these subjects. Address
all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No.
Are., Chicago, III., and only
194 Fifth
stamp for reply.
enclose two-ceThis plan show
a little cement
block house 22 feet 8 Inches by 24
feet. It is
Terr suitable bouse (or
a summer resort or for
a small famCOST

a suburban town,
t The size and shape of the house,
with its heavy veranda and cable roof,
gives it a very neat, pleasing appearAlthough small and inexpenance.
sive, it is by no means a
ihouse. When built for a summer cottage it looks well with the more expensive and more pretentious houses,
.and because of the splendid
veranda
it affords hot weather entertaining capacity superior to some larger ones.
The way in which the veranda piers
lare built should be noticed especially.
The corner blocks are carried up in
such a way that the piers are simply
extensions from corners of the walls,
.'the blocks being made to a suitable
Jze with this end In view. Then the
veranda openings between the piers
have square corners so that screens
may be easily and accurately fitted.
More attention is being paid to veranda screens every year because of
the added comfort
Even houses in
cities are often screened in very carefully and at considerable
expense.
But when it comes to a house in the
country, and especially at a summer
resort, a complete set of fly screens

for smaller

and more convenient
bouses and have made plan accord
Ingly. I have tried to give people
what they want, and I believe I hare
succeeded.
The interior of this little bouse hi
made the most of. The large living
room, 12x18 feet in sise. Is very attractive, nnd it offers advantages in the
way of furnishing that will be taken
advantage of by women who are par- -

ily in

cheap-lookin- g

oo

Second

jjjj

Floor Plan

tlcular to arrange their living

SUCCESSOR TO DIAZ

room

with an idea to comfort.
In the plan as shown the chimney Is
conveniently placed both for the
kitchen and for a Are In the living
room. If desired, a fireplace can be

iásKHHHHPLm

Concerned Over Comino
Election.

Ramon Cerval, a Proteos of Olas, and
Osn. Reyes, Idol of Army, Lead-in-s
Candidates Now, With Jes
Llmsntour a Possibility.

City of Mexico. What is quite gen
erally conceded to be equivalent to a
campaign for the presidency of Mexico is now being waged in this country, the contestants being Ramos
and
Corral, the present
Oen. Bernardo Reyea, governor of th
state of Nuevo Leon. These men are
active candidates for
The election is not until next year,
and the race promises to become very
exciting by that time.
President Diaz, who has agreed to accept the presidency for another term
of six years, will be 80 years old September IS, 1810, and it can hardly be
expected that he will live out his term
of office. It Is for this reason that
so much Importance is attached to the
election of a
of Mexico was
The
created by an amendment to tne constitution six years ago, and Ramon
Corral was the first man elected to
that office. His election was a mere
formality, as he was in reality selected
for the place by President Diss, who
is said to have had him in training
with the view of making him his successor.
Corral was recently renominated for the office on
the ticket with President Diaz. The
nomination was not unanimous, as
some of the delegates to the convention Insisted in voting for Gen.
Reyes, and others wanted to support
Jose Ives Liman tour, present minister of finance, but the Corral adherents were In the majority and their
candidate was nominated.
The nomination of Oen. Reyes for
has not been done In
the usual convention form. He has
been put up for the office by means of
numerously signed petitions by his
friends and admirers all over the
country. It was originally planned
that he was to be a candidate for
president, but when Diaz reconsidered
his intention of not again being a
candidate for the high office, it was
decided that Reyes should make the
race against Corral for
The
issue promises
to become largely involved in this
campaign.' Supporters of Gen. Reyes
are already making an open charge
that it was through Mr. Corral that
t,

t.

nt

JANE'S WAY.

A SERMON

IN

RHYME.

"A8 THK DAT, SO SHALL. THT
OST folks think Henry's
STRENGTH BE.")
quiet.
comAnd in a crowd o'
p'ny, he
AINT not with pondering
'just shuts up like a
on what the days
May bring thee.
clam.
For hearken what the
But somehow 'r other,
Lord in Israel ssys,
Jane, you know,
"Thy strength shall be!"
(She's Henry's brother's
wife).
She makes him talk: you
It msy be thou wilt have
never see.
of Marsh's cup.
your
The bitter drink;
The beat in all
Strong when God. calls on
Ufe!
thee to sup.
fond o'
Now, Henry's
Thou wilt not shrink.
flshln'.
Of when shall strike the
And Jane talks at a
hour.
stretch
and
Take thou no heed.
'Bout mlnny-pallflshln' poles.
Each day God gives the
courage.
and
w'.t
An' every kind o' ketch.
power
He knows a lot of farmin' and
Jane asks about the land,
That day may need.
And craps and things, till Henry starts
For always. "As the day thy strength
And talks to beat the band.
shall be."
us,
Then, courage, take thee!
I don't know why, when he's with
This Is the promise of thy Lord, and he
His voice Is never heard;
Will ne'er forsake thee.
But Jane's so slick, she makes him talk.
And laughs at every word,
it may be "tact" they call tt,or
An English Housewife's Comments on
A "Jolly" that she hands him;
But I guess he explains it when.
American Cookery.
He says she "understands him.'
One thing I notice as very strange
in your country, and that is that you
do not know bow to cut bread. I
Fats in Food.
The best diet Includes just the wonder if it is the fault of the knives?

proper supply of fat in the system.
Not too much, for that will bring on
scurvy, indigestion, and attendant ills.
But not too little, for that is as bad,
as the caloric, or heat which fats afford is most necessary to health.
Fats should not be much cooked;
they are not dissolved by cooking, are,
on the contrary, partially decomposed
by heat and consequently less digestible.

It is obvious that uncooked fats,
such as butter, oil, and cream are the
most wholesome. Food fried in fat,
croquettes, rissoles, etc, remain a long
time, coated over with the grease,
proof against the gastric juice, and difficult, therefore of digestion.
"Marrona Glaces."
This Is a sweetmeat as difficult to
prepare as it is delicious:
Shell some large Italian chestnuts
and blanche them in boiling water to
which has been added some lemon
juice. When the outer and inner shell
can be removed without breaking the
nut, drop each nut in warm, acidulated water (one part sugar to two of
water). Lay the nuts in this and simmer gently till they are tender and
the sirup Is thick. Bottle and cork
like ordinary fruit till wanted. For
use, drain the nuts from the sirup,
boil sugar till it cracks, and in this
dip the nuts, singly, and dry in the
oven or on oiled plates.

Sandwiches on the Bias.
These may be made of any filling;
the object being only to cut the
bread lengthwise, instead of in the
customary slices. Take off all the
crust, and slice the loaf in long pieces;
cutting them afterwards into the desired size. Some prefer this grain of
the bread.
Cold Boiled Beets. This is a favorite dish in summer, and it is a pleasing addition to salads, stews, etc. But
it must be remembered that cold beets
are most indigestible, and should be
eaten sparingly.

there are shelves and cupboards from
the floor to the ceiling, which afford
breathing more air and enjoying more storeroom for everything necessary,
sunshine
and getter health because and as there are four cupboard doors
of the knowledge sent broadcast durito open out it Is easy to get at any
ng the last few years giving the part of the case of cupboards either
for cleaning or to reach the supplies.
The Intention is to leave one end of
the living room for the dining table,
a plan that is often adopted by those
living in small houses. Some housekeepers clear the table Immediately
after meals and use it for a reading
table betwen times. Other house1 Kitchen Hil BtD Room
j
keepers have a fancy movable screen
10 6X100-4lO'OttW1
that may be used to partition the table
away from the rest of the room. Probably a combination of the two plans Is
the most satisfactory.
Only by living in a house is It possible to know how to adjust yourself
ta the different circumstances and
1
Living Room
ZZ
conditions. You learn by degrees to
itvxu-fit yourself into the corners along
with the different articles of furniture
that especially appeal to you, until
you Anally discover that you actually
belong there and would not feel comfortable anywhere else. That Is one
Porch
of the strongest arguments In favor ol
buying a home. It is something to take
1IVX7V
a keen interest In, you put your, whole
w heart into it, and you are happy, because the home is where the heart is.
First Floor Plan,
1
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Ramon

Corral,

of

Mexico.
E. H. Harriman obtained from th
government a remarkably
Mexican

favorable concession for the railroad
which he is building down the Pacific slope of Mexico, and that the
great American railroad magnate will
draw from the public treasury of Mexico as a subsidy for building this road
more than $10,000,000. It Is claimed
that Mr. Harriman has other great industrial favors to ask of the Mexican
government and that he is lending his
aid to bring about the election of Mr.
Corral to another term as
and to ultimately elevate him to
the presidency.
perMr. Corral, as
forms the dual duty of minister of the
interior, 'is this office he supervises
the internal affairs of the country, is
which many Americans, among them
Mr. Harriman, are interested, but his
friends deny that he has extended any
unusual favors to any person.
, Mr.
Corral is unpopular with the
army, and without its united support
Mr. Corral, or any other ruler of Mexico, would be badly handicapped Is
Shetland Ponies.
preserving peace and order. Gen.
The Shetland ponies are exceptionReyes Is the Idol of the army. His
ally strong, says Vogue, because for bravery has bees proved upon many
generations they have been accus- battlefields. He also has the confitomed to picking their way up and dence and highest respect of a large
down the precipitous hillsides of the part of the business element throughmountainous land of their birth. Un- out the country. It Is stated that Gen.
soundness of wind or leg is almost Reyes personally deplores the fact
unknown, and the little animals are, that the
Issue has bees
Origof course, very
injected into the campaign. During
inating in the Shetland islands, they the long period that he has been cone
prior to stitutional governor of the state' of
are said to have
the ninth century, and have long and Nuevo Leon he has always extended
pure pedigrees. The breed is the a warm welcome to the Investment of
smallest of ponies, the height rang- American capital in that commoning from 34 to 46 inches, and there arc wealth. Monterey, the capital of the
comparatively few of them in this state and the home of Oen. Reyes,
country only about 6,000 Shetland--an- d
Is the most Americanized city in
less than that number in the Shet- Mexico. Many millions of dollars of
land islands. The disposition of the American capital are Invested there
Shetland is of the best, the testimony In smelters and other large Industrial
of all breeders being to the effect that enterprises. It has been through the
they are docile, fearless, loyal, pa- liberal encouragemet offered by Gen.
Moreover, Reyes to Investments of this charactient and
they are inexpensive to keep, live to
ter that has caused that city to grow
great age, and are always salable.
saA prosper to a wonderful degree.
nt
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THE REASON WHY.

HE poets sing of columgorgeous
bine
and
marigold,
Of tulips and the red
and white of roses;
About the "lilies of the
field," the Bible sang
of old.
These, I agree, make
mighty pretty posies.
But would you know the
flower that you can
always rely on
To come up smiling every
time? It is the dandelion,

fresh air privileges more than they
ever did before.
People generally are

--
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fjgji.
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J

the cows,
Along about sundown,

I meet Sue, plckln'

flow

ers, or
Just drivln' in from town.
And comln' home from plowln'.
Just as I rest awhile.
I meet with Sue and help her
Across the north-lo- t
stile.

lect.

Span-lard-

now,-eithe-

Carminative
is the quickest acting and
most reliable remedy
known for these affect-

ions. It stops pain immediately, and in almost
every case brings about
a speedy recovery. "Keep
it handy for the children's
sake.
Sold by alt druggUtt
per botti, 25c.
Dr. D. Jayne's Tonic Tar.
rnlfaga is an excellent tonic
to overcome the exhaustion
consequent upon a
attack of Dysentery.

The. Same Old John L.
Old John L. Sullivan always had a
fine Irish wit, and It remains with him
In his advanced age, Not long ago he
was appearing in a Baltimore theater
and the manager, for business reasons, introduced him to a wealthy
youth of the town. The youth was a
typical chollyboy, the sort of a specimen that old John abhors. Sullivan
was washing bis face in the theater
dressing room when the two arrived,
and they waited patiently until he had
finished his ablutions.
When John
had dried his countenance he gave the
one
look, and then said to the
dude
manager: "Well, I congratulate you.
Jack, is it a boy or a girl?"

Had to Hear Evidence.
Some ladies were visiting
at
Blanche's home one day. During the
conversation, while the visitors were
there, one of the ladies was describing how the blowflies laid eggs and
they hatched out as maggots.
Blanche did not seem to be
interested In the conversation nor pay
any attention to what they had boen
talking about. After the visitors had
gone, Blanche said:
When I go out to fetch
"Mamma, I don't believe files lay

You see. our, families neighbor some.
And Pa and Farmer Brown,
They all come up to our house,
Or maybe, we go down.
And some need certain climates, and take We're
thrown together such a lot,
different degrees
Thst
(The orchids and some other kinds are But I we're In love, you see;
don't know what people mean.
cranky).
By that "propinquity."
But the dandelion every sort of air with
agrees.
him
He'll grow alike for southerner
and
Small Injuries.
Yankee.
The old saying about the "ounce of
I know he wears a golden crown, and
prevention" applies more than forcibly
has a kingly bend,
But, like the true aristocrat, he's everyto the every-da-y
hurts, the small in
body's friend.
juries which we are prone to neg-

The Useful Pinespple.
The discovery of the pineapple as
fruit was coincident with the exploration of South America by the
As early as the 17th century
it was, cultivated in England and Holland. It is grown
in glass
houses or In the open of nearly all
nations.
Pineapple contains an active digestive principle called "Ananaslne," and
there is an excellent medicine prepared front it.
Sliced pineapple should contain not
one bit of the peel. It should soak In
sugar, after being sliced and the eyes
removed, for 18 hours in the refrigerator if possible.
Pineapple added to other fruits,
pears, apples, etc., gives a tart and
pleasant tang.
Pineapple canape. Melt two tablespoons butter, add a pint shredded
pinespple. and cook ten minutes. Add
sugar and lemon juice to taste, and
serve on slices of bread or cake. Garnish with cream.
Whole Pineapple. This is a pleasing dish, and will serve when no other decoration Is convenient Cat off
the base of a large pineapple, and hollow out the center. Shred the meat
and sprinkle with sugar. Return to
the empty peel, set upright on s plate
and repises the eras, leaves aad all!

Dr. D. Jayrve's

ROPINQUITY more lovers
makes.
Than love," folks say.
Maybe,
But I've no notion what
folks mean
By that "propinquity."
And I'm sure It ain't so
with us.
For Sue Is awful dear:
And would you know the
reason why?
It's csuse she's always
near!

e

Most flowers are kind 'o
delicate; and need a
heap o' care.
Why, you even have to coddle holly
hocks.
And others they can't be out late, nor
stand the evening air.
But hsve to go to bed, like four
o'clocks.
But the hardy little dandelion asks a
scrap of earth.
And there he'll grow and blossom for all
that he la worth.

Cramps, Colic, Dysentery,
Cholera Morbus, Cholera
Infantum and Diarrhea.

The bread is too thick or too thin,
and the edges are jagged, and the
crust broken.
The English table Is so limited comTRUE RESIGNATION.
pared with yours. '"Why, do you realize how the English housekeeper must
devise ways and means to make the
same fruits and vegetables do service
the year round? Oranges, bananas
and "pines," and then bananas, pines
and oranges furnish the only fruit
No watermelons, few peaches, and
those at sixpence apiece, nothing to
break the monotony. Thus it is that
the English menus read so elaborately; they are obliged to make frequent
changes in service, and elaborate
sauces and all sorts of fancy dressings and garnlshlngs to vary the moOld Maid Is It really true that mar
notony. The chef must furnish the riages are made in heaven?
variety which is denied by nature to
Doctor Yes, I believe so.
Old Maid (resignedly)
the hampered housewives of the "tight
O. then.
little Island."
doctor, you needn't can again.

vD THE DANDELION.
carefully fitted add as much, or more, built in at the time of building the
to the comfort of the family than any house, or It may be added
later.
other one feature.
In a plan so small it seems better
When people go away from home In to leave out the pantry entirely, but
the summer time they prefer to live the fact Is pantries are not considoutdoors as much as possible, and I ered as Important as they once were.
llnd in visiting houses In suburban, In this plan a case
extends clear
towns that people are appreciating
across one side of the kitchen and

Quick Relief
is necessary in esses of

One engaged about the kitchen
perhaps, or slightly scratched
with a sharp utensil. She binds It
with a cloth, a soiled one, maybe, and
forgets it But often this careless
treatment is worse than none, for the
cloth introduces germs which the air
cannot reach with Its healing; power,
and often from the most Insignificant
scratches,
resolta):
This Is not the cry of an alarmist
bnt a warning against carelessness
For cleanliness, a slight care taken lp
time prevents much after trouble.
The scheme is simple; keep a bottle containing a weak solution of car
bolle acid (any druggist will give you
ten cents' worth of a 10 per cent solution and this will last a long time)
Wash the wound aad apply a clean
cloth (first saturated In hot water and
then soaked In the solution).
Bind
the cut,- cover with a dry cloth, and
the chances are that It will quickly
heal Nature will do the work, but
she must not be Interfered with by
any germs permitted to enter through
a lack of care and cleanliness.
la

cut

g

Scum on Jelly
should be carefully removed before Ml
lng the glasses.
Its presence Indi
cates air, aad hastens decomposition,

ÚU-

-

fled,. (fcfctu

Sour-year-ol- d

"Why?" asked the surprised mother.
"Because I never heard one .cackle,"
explained the doubting Blanche.
ORIGIN

Of a Famous Human Food.
The story of the crest discoveries
or inventions Is always of Interest

An active brain worker who found
himself hampered by lack of bodily
strength and rigor and could not carry
out the plans and enterprises he knew
bow to conduct was led to study various foods and their effects upon the
human system. Is other words, before he could carry out his plans he
had to find s food that would carry
him along and renew his physical and
mental strength.
He knew that a food which was s
brain and nerve builder (rather than
s mere fat maker) was universally
needed. He knew that meat with tha
average man does not accomplish the
oeairea results. He knew that the
soft tray substance In brain and
nerve centers la mads from Albumen
and Phosphate of Potash obtained
from food. Then he started to solve
the problem.
Careful and extensive experiments
evolved Grape-Nutthe now famous
food. It contains the brain and narva
building food elements la condition
tor easy digestion.
The result of eatlna- - Orane-Nnt- a
daily to easily seen in a marked sturdl
ness ana marked activity of the brain
and nervous system, making It s
pleasure for one to carry on tha dailv
duties, without fatigue or exhaustion
Grape-Nut- s
food Is In no sense s
stimulant but Is simnlv food which
renews sad replaces the daily waste
or Drain sad nerves.
Its flavour la charming and being
fully and thoroughly cooked at the
factory it Is served Instantly with
cream.
Tha signature of the brain works
spokes of. O. W. Post, to to be seen oa
eacn genuine package, of Grape-Nattook in pkga. for the famous little
hook, "The Road to WeHvlUa."
"There's a reason."
s,
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HOT DEAD OB 8LEEPIHG.

The writer heard a man remark
the other day that Alamogordo
rat dead and that all she needed
was the funeral. Let's see, for a
noment, whether this i so. Does
it look like the town is dead when
ome of the most cautious and
irudent business men are invest-
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Legal Notice .
and get a year's subscription to
J-newspaper
r
live
good,
a
home paper.
We will furnish the map alone
First PabiloaUsn AsgsrtSt
Last PnbJIesttoa Sep U saber it.
for $1.00. It makes do differto
ence what township you live is. Department ol Tsrri I
torlal Eoflneer,
as the map will be made for all
in
Fs, New Msileo, Aug. it, 1Ma
townships
Santa
made for all the
Offer
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l hereby lives that on the
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Mates
Notice
the
The Hews
im
day of July. 1809, In accordance wit
Section w, irrigation uav oí 1907, J. r
to New Subscribers Who
Be sure that you read our ad Torre, of Alaasogordo, County ol Ota.
. www Huraw, awg applicaPaya Year in Advance
free i e r r wi j Territorial
offering a township p1"
Engineer of N.
tion to the
with one year's cash suh- - ription Meilco for a permit to appropriate froa
Public Waters Of the Territory of
to The News. The map alone is the
New Mexico.
subscription
ill
Such appropriation Is to be madefm
worth more than the
and Burro Canon at points H
amount. But if you are already Preston
N. B. H Section 14, T. IS s. R.
W.
a subscriber, or whether you are E. and S. W. S. E. YA Section 34 T 14
B 10 E. by meso of diversion ol
or not, you can get the map for 8.normal
of
Map
flow 78
tee. ft flood water ui
Bare Opportunity to Get a
opportun
an
is
1.5 en. ft. per sec. aid Is to be convert
one dollar. This
IS 8 R. 10 K. '
Tour Township With Names and
10
3
T.
sod
Sees.
ity that does not come to you to
mean of ditches, etc, and there uiei
Public Roads -- Better than
every day, as the government for Irrigation of 640 acres.
persons who may oppose! he irraaL
Government Map.
nrice for a much less complete logAllof the above
application must (lis
map is $4.00.
their objection, tubttsotlated bv ,j

Homnwr

1910.

There is do reason why Otero
county should not reach ten
thousand or over by 110. We
have everything that makes for
population, and the class of peo
ple who are coming out now are
the kind who help to bringothers.
We have a nooulation now of
about eight thousand, and nearly
half of that number are residents
of Alamogordo. Let every one
hoost for the ten thousand for
1910, and it is safe to say that
they will not boost in vain.
With our perfect climate, and
the natural resources of the
county, we should be able to
make the mark easily. And that
will mean a still larger increase
for the year to follow.

m i up

ing thousands of dollars in
does it look like a
when
the work of build- lead town
highway that will cost in
ADVERTISING BATES.
round figures $20,000 is started?
Beginning August 1, the following
Would a company composed of
effecbecome
will
advertising rates
AbsoNews.
Alamogordo
shrewd business men undertake
tive in The
lutely lift concessions to anyone.
to build an electric railway that
1
Professional Cards occupying
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loch or less space, Í1 a month.
cents
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a
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There
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AN.
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Alamogordo.
Old Alamo may
Inch each issue.
a township plat with a year's Business Men's Club.
ing
Territorial Engine.
The News commends the ac
have dosed a litte during the
Locals or reading notices, One
paper.
cash subscription to the
Cent a word each Issue. No charge
warmer months, but she never tion of the Business Men's Club This is a very generous offer, and
First Publication August 19.
If toca! are
made by the line.
of
rooms
open
the
Mrs. S. E. Dailey will have
Last Publication September 9.
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in
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owner
every
land
that
one
Figures
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time she dosed one eye was open the club for free use of strangers. county should take advantage of. charge of the millinery
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Prince
The
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from
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Gray". relief
These prices are the same as are
"AUSTRALIAN LEAP." It
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P
News'
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add
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Wear a long face and frown, themselves nicely, and a 1 1 the County Advertiser
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map for the price of the paper
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High School Opens,
delivered as promised.
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At the opening of the High
feet to the place of beginning, 1
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filed notice of Intention to make Flni
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Baptist Church.
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before Jota
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Brrüut
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Notice for Publication.
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each service.
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The iron1 will cost yon nothing during the
arren Bros.' opening of fine millinery next
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dnrg store. 1 e 5 cents a Tuesday, the 14th inst. She will
THE POPULAR DRY GOODS CO A. E. ANDREWS REALTY
copy.
have on display the handsomest
"A80M,C TWf" BUILDIN6
Oloudcroft peoi e will find line of millinery ever shown in
seal ct,TF
Brady to Wear Dry Oooda, Show.
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The News on sale . 4 Bailey's Alamogordo. Do not fail to
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10,000 Boost.
10,000 in 1910, Boost.
Electric can before 1010.
It will be your tarn next.
R. T. Hanks, of El Pmo, i
visiting his daughter, Miss Bess
Page Hanks
the Baptist
college.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Jacobs have
returned to their home in
Tucumcari, after a few days', visit
with friends in the city.
Mrs. Lacy Davis is visiting
friends in El Paso for a few
weeks.
T. A. Hightower, who has
been very ill, is much improved.
Mrs. Blanch Oordon and son,
Gilbert, left Wednesday for Los
Angeles, where they will spend
a few months.
The chief clerk of the railway
mail service, of El Paso, was in
Alamogordo Tuesday.
The Holmes cleaning and dyeing works will move to old stand
of the Atlantiic Oity pressing
club about October 1st.
The Carmack grocery store is
being fitted with new tables and
fixtures. There is quite an im
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BAPTIST COLLEGE OPENS

PAPER

aetMBr

WATERMARKS.

PrompeetaGoodfor Banner Year.
ax
Alamogordo Ideal Place
Ta daMorwrr of taw watermark mm stoat
factors
the
molt of aa acrtdeat presa aiy
for School
tkooas.no' reare ao. Psrrament was capable

the last
aad while the
of reeatrhi

Ae

than nade of raga tapio palp, which and the wire darles
sheet. Ordinary aete papar held
poured la a liquid tata late a the
ap to the light reraala haadtata of
alere; tba water dripped oat from beap aad down,
low, and the talo layer of palp that parallel lines rentals
remained waa preeaed and dried. When betraying the fact that the paper waa
dry it waa foond to boar apon It tbe made oa a wire foundation. To this
the paper owes Its emootbneae aad Ita
marks of the fiber that composed
aren textura.
of the alera.
Ia the manufacture of postage
Thee fiber seem to hare been stamps
tba watermark la of Immense
twisted reeds, and the mark they left
advantage aa a safeguard. Tba wires
00 the parchment took the form of
produce the marks are kept strictwide linea running across and across that
ly under lock and key.
They are
diagonally la those days the waterbrought
mark was regarded aa a blemish since Inspectorout only when wanted, and an
keapa an aye on them till
the fiber waa thick and coarse and the
deep impression made on the paper their task la dona, when they ara at
once locked up again.
London Anproved a drawback In writing. The
quill of the acribe found many a yawn- swers.
ing gap to cross on the surface of the
Symbolism of Cállete downs.
manuscript "switchback scripture" It
It has been said that faw people, inhas been termed. But when wire war cluding many university
men them
substituted for fiber In the aleve the aelree.
any definite Idea of the
hare
of
grew
linea
the waterwark
thinner meaning of the gowns worn by collegiand leaa conspicuous.
ate students.
The possibilities of the usefulness of
Ia America unlreralty gowns exhibit
the watermark became apparent by much variety, there
bains a great difdegrees. It waa first found to be oí ference In
tba various Institutions, but
service In preventing the forgery of all orar tba country la fact,
all over
books and manuscripts. Many a bogii? the English speaking
world certain
copy of a rare work baa been detected distinctions hold.
because the counterfeiter failed to take
The ordinary bachelor's gown, the
Into account the watermarks of the first tba student owns, la of
unadorned
original. The watermark of many a black with pointed
sleeves and Is orprecious manuscript In the world'a dinarily made of serge or
other simmuseums la alike Its glory and its safe- ple black fabric.
Tba master's gown
guard. And in the sphere of bank ia like tba student's,
inasmuch as it Ik
notes and paper money everywhere plain black,
but the sleeves are cnt difthe watermark la moat useful in pro- ferently, being long pendants shaped
tecting the notes from Imitation.
not unlike flab tails and hanging: from
The term "watermark" Is. In reality the elbows nearly to the bottom of the
gown.
The master's gown may be
made of silk, aa may also the bachelor's gown If it la worn by a man of
long academic standing who baa bap
Bates for advertisements In this column pened to receive no higher degree, but
one cent a word each Insertion. Min- the ordinary unlreralty man has no
imum cbarpe25 cants.
desire to clad himself In silk.
Moat doctors' gowns, especially in
England and Scotland, hare hoods that
FRUIT TREES Best
gire them certain distinctions and difbest fruit.
ferentiate by differences of color the
L. E. Martin.
doctorates. Harper's Weekly.
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The New Mexico Baptist college began its fall term on Tues

day, the 7th.
This peomises to be the most
prosperous term in the historv of
this school. President J . Manley
Morgan has done much hard work
for the institution, and success
thould crown his efforts. There
is no better place for such a
school in the southwest than Alamogordo, and every Baptist in
the territory should take pride
in making the school a eood one.
It is their school ; every Baptist
should look upon the success of
the school as a part of his own
uccess.
Alamogordo is an ideal place
for a school of this kind. The
low price at which the pupils can

live, the healthy climate and
moral tendency of the community
make it a desirable place for a
religious school. Parents and
guardians do not have to worry
about their children and wards
when they are in a place where
there is no chance for them to
get into bad company and form
provement in the appearance of bad habits; where the people
are all peaceable and law abid
the store.
good
fellow
puta nice mg.
Some
watermelon in a buggy being
The Bull Wins.
driven by The News man Mon
The bull fighting season was
day.
opened in Juarez last Sunday.
Miss Shipp returns to town and was ushered in with a vic
from Mountain Park this week, tory for the bull,
and has engaged apartments at Ono of the fighters was gored
the Hotel Southwestern.
frightfully, and may die. The El
Mrs. Helen M. Miller has ac Paso Times says that those who
cepted a position with Mrs went to see blood got their fill of
Bemis in the millinery store.
it. The fight was was stopped on
account
of the rain makine the
Cynthy
Miss
Stoneman has
gone into the telephone exchange arena too dangerous for the men.
and will have the night shift in
Pay Your Light Bills.
place of Miss Evans, who has re
signed.
The users of electric lights and
Mr. L. W. .Iones, who has been power should remember that
slightly ill for a few days, is out their bills are due, and if n o t
again. Mr. Jones dropped in to paid by the 10th, which is to-see The News and leave his sub morro, they will lose the ten
seription.
per cent discount, as no discount
Sunday night one of the best will be allowed on bills paid
rains of the season fell here after that date. The delay of
lhe iarmers nave had very one day will cost you the dif
little cause for complaint' at the ference of ten cents on each dol.
dry weather since the rainy sea lar.
son set in. Nearly every week
Descri tive Stories Free.
there has been one or more good
We will carry, free, descriptrains.
ive stories of any town in the
The hot weather is over, and county. All you need to do is
the nights at Alamogordo are to send us the story, telling the
splendid. There is no climate in advantages of your town
These articles will appear each
the country that has ours beaten week. We
can sure have that
in fact, Alamogordo should be 10,000 in 1910.
termed an all the year resort.
There is very little really hot Don't forget that The News is
weather here, and the winters prepared to do the very best class
ure just cold enough to make a of job printing, and you get the
work when yon want it. No job
hcalthv suring and summer.
is too large to be estimated upon,
J. A. Taylor and family spent and none too small to receive our
a few days at Oloudcroft last prompt attention.
week, but returned to town Satur
day. Miss Taylor has gone to
Get The News for the news.
Tularosa where she is. to take a
.
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What
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Toa
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ing much better.
Mrs. T. M. Spink8, who has
lieen visiting her sister, Mrs. H.
A. Morgan, was called to her
home in Mississippi by telegram
to attend her sick husband.
Mrs. Stella McDaniel and little
son will leave Sunday for Globe'
Arizona. ,
Miss Army Piplow is visiting
her brother, who is at the Southwestern hospital for an operation
Miss Erraa Singleton has returned from a visit to Amarillo,
Texas.

The Troubl. With Carr.
rather like your friend." Mrs.
Page aaid graciously after Carr had
gone home. "He la good looking and
agreeable, but you can't call him a
brilliant conversationalist. The Law-to- n
girls talked all round him."
"Unfortunately." replied Mr. Paga,
"Carr cannot talk on a subject unleaa
be knows something about It"
"I

sonage.

ROOM FOR

A Dleelple af Emereen.
Ha stood in the driving, sloshing
rain on a corner contemplating the

curb.
"Don't

7951

know .enough to go in

Robetr Mullen and famliy
turned this week from an
bed visit to the East.

Good work team in
exchange for two lots and a two
room house in Alamogordo.

Jack Hollister,'
Cloudcroft, N. M.

FOR SALE-O- ne
D e 1 i v e ry
Buggy, i" good condition.
BOARDERS-Aft- er

Office Upstairs
First National Baak Building.

H. MAJOR,

JJ

Attamy at

board.

OLD PAPERS

For Sale.
Five cents a bundle. Alamogordo News.

FRUIT TREES. Early in November I will ship in from the
best nurceries thousands of the
best trees and vines. You will
find them carefully heeled in.
You see what you set.
L. E. MARTIN.

FINE PRINTING The News
has the best equipped job print
ing department in this part of
JNew

Mexico. Hush Jobs Hushed

lee Jones. Proprietor.
s
pictures which are both
and amusing. One hour's good show.
One illustrated song, sung by Mrs. Taggart. the best
singer in the southwest.
first-clas-

First National Baak Building--.

GEORGE 0. BRYAN,
Physician and Surgeon
Res. Phone S3.

Hospital Phone

ALAMOGORDO.

Tyt.

M.

J. R. GILBERT,
Physician and
Phone

13.

Alamogordo. N. M.

Robert Newton Woodwork
Examinations and reports
References exchanged.

Old Lady Are you traveling for the
good of your health?

Defaulting Bankrupt

tr.fi Bits.

Rather!

Illus- -

Bex 371.

. . .

O. D. WABNOCK & CO.
Contractors and Builders.

.

W. MILLER.
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Telepbone No. 30.

O.
J NO.

Cost you no more to have your work done right, y
ials carefully selected, than to employ some other
1
have to watch, from start to finish, and then succeed only in
having your material ruined. You will have to watch us,
but we do claim to know how. Our experience of nearly
thirty years is at your service.
Office and shop half a block South of Alamogordo Hotel.

W. TOMPSON,

Lawyer.
Practice In all courts and govern mcnt
Departments.
OSlces, Suite 3 and 4

first National Bank
Building. Alamogordo.

)R. J.

G. HOLMES.
Physician.

Office over Holland's Omar Store.

)R.

I Just What
You

Osteopathic Physician.
Alamogordo, New Mexico.

Want 1

TOWNSHIP

News.

H. GUDGER,

R.

d. n. a.

Prepared to do porcelain crown aad
bridge work, porcelain inlays; also
gold inlays.
OFFICE OVER WARREN'S DRUG STORK,
Rooms F, 6 aad H.
Phone 77.

D

P..

S. S. JAEVIS,

Dent s
Office

foone

orer First National Bank.
71.

ALAMOGORDO,

county.

j The

HULETT,

On Tenth St. Opposite the Cosrt House.

PLAT showing
the location of your home, and
your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the

A

M. IONE

1

N. M.

Protect Your Life
and Property with an

Insurance Policy

A. F.

Menger

Agei)t
Teotb St.
Phone 134

Hotel Zeiger
EL PASO, TEXAS.

Ii. WEST.
CHAS.
I. Miles)
(Successor to
W.

General Dray and Transfer Line

Jerzykowskl
Merchant Tailor
I-

Home Phone 177-- 3
Office Phone 182

P. O. Box 317
Alamogordo, V. M

.Reputation For Reliability.
The most valuable asset in any Drag Store.
In soliciting your prescription business we refer you to the
They know. It
Medical Profession a. to our reliability.
their daty to know. And it', to your interest to know.
Let as fill your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

On The

Cerner

i

-

Q u

i

n

I

i

.

M.

Offiice. Upstairs In the Gilbert Building--.

f0 Cents.

Admission to all

Law.

Rooms 4 aad 10,

Mon- -

day. September 6, the Motezunia
Hotel will take regular boarders
for 14.50 a week, for room and

reex-te- n

Atterexytat Lav

Ta B. Sur.

WANTED

TO

SHERRY.

REN- T- Large room

for one or two gentleman ; elect'
ric lights and bath; desirable
location; no sick people taken.
Apply at The News office.

Address,

&

gHERRY

trees,

FGR SALE Horse, buggy and
harness in good condition. Apply at South Methodist Par-

J. BUSH,

F.

CLASSIFIED ADS

The Alcazar Notion Picture Show
We are showing

desire the highest grarnm of
work on their booklets, catalogues, ate., will find they can
secure such work at homo by
patronising The New.' job
office.
We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of
Printing.

The certain bad just gone down on
the second act, leaving tba heroine la
the villain's clutches. Up In the balcony a sentimental woman buret Into
tears.
"Don't cry, dear," said her husband
Make Yonr Final Proofs Before
"Remember, tt'a only a play. Act like
a man!"
"Vary well. John," said the lady,
United States Commissioner
smiling through bar tears. "You'll exAlamogordo, N. M.
cuse me for a moment, won't yon? I
Office Just Bast of The News Office
must ran out and aend a telegram."
with J, Q. Grant.
Bohemian.

school.
Miss Fanny WelJs, who has
teen quite ill, is reported as be

FIFE BOOKLET PHJTI1G

v e n

Block.

Custom
Choice

Tailoring In latest styles.
Patterns always In stock.
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing according to latest method.
Goods guaranteed not to shrink.
Ladles Goods a specialty . . .
at MM tar art MKwst . . rtm iff.

H.la

Salle
eye

r.

& n r v
Land and Irrigation Ditch surveying a specialty. Mapa and
Blue Prints made to order.

NO.
Percheron'Stallion,

46328

black with star.

vuuuut

Foaled May

1905; bred and owned by A.
111.

Eropean pian)
ft aad $1.80

Rooms 78c

J. Dodson, Normal,
This splendid horse is now the property of the

and will make the season at the barns of the
Alamogordo Improvement Company.
Terms:
to
;
120
insure $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.

14,

TOU

1U OA.UUi UailCtJ

Wl Uf

the sanitary laws of the
State
,
, of
T
xue iuest equipped res.
icab. rni
taurant in the Southwest. Head
quarters for stockmen and mining men. OHAS.ZEIQER.Proo.
.

BARRINGER'S

eeti sSf Livery Stafile
Fine Camping
under cover.

Ground

Good Horses, food Rigs,
Good Service
Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

NEW SENSATION
Com

FOR DOBBIN

MORE

to Think of It. Me Would Have
Fart Funny Sitting In the
Position indicate.

PLNKHAM

The family hone, who rejoiced In
the eminently proper equine name of
Dobbin, had earned a. rest by long
aerrlce. and waa accordingly sent
away to the country to spend hla declining years In the bread pastures of
a fanner friend of hla owner. The
dUtance being somewhat excessive
far his rheumatic lega, be waa shipped Added to the
U his new home by rail.
.
This Famous Remedy.
Little Edna, the family four
viewed the passing of Dobbin with un
HwMk Measure
IXgned sorrow. She sat for a long that I add my toatimntiUl to your
the
of
out
disconsolately
tine gating
window. At last, after a deep sign. induce others to avail themselves of
tins valuable modi-cinbe turned with a more cheerful ex- Lydla E.
resaion. and said:
Vegetable
"Did old Dobbin go on the
Compound. I sufcars, mamma?"
fered from terrible
"Yea, dear," answered her mother.
headache, pain in
my back and right
A broad grin spread over the little
side, waa tired and
girl's face. "I was Just thinking," she
nervous, and so
said, "how funny he must feel sitting
weaklconld hardly
up on the plush cushions. Woman's
.
stand. Lydla
Home Companion.
Pink ham's Vegetable Compound reNO TIME LIKE THE PRESTNT.
stored me to health
and made me feel Mke a new person,
and It shall always have my praise."
Mrs. W. P. Valkntine, 90S Lincoln
Avenue, Camden, N. J.
Gardiner, Me. " I was a great sufferer from a female disease. Hie doctor said I would bare to go to the
hospital for an operation, but Lydls B.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound completely cored me in three months."
Mm. 8. A. Williams, B-- P. D. Ho, 14,
Box 89, Gardiner Me.
Because your case Is a difficult one,
doctors having done yon no good,
do not continue to suffer without
giving Lydla E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound a triaL It surely has cured
many cases of female ills, such as in"Why, Mrs. Jones, what are you do- flammation, ulceration, displacements,
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
ing out In all this rain?"
bearing-dow-n
"Oh, I Just ran out to buy an um- pains, backache, that
feeling, indigestion, dizziness, and nerbrella!"
vous prostration.
It costs but a trifle
Sex in Cromwell.
to try it, and the result is worth milsuffering
women.
footmany
a
on
lions to
Of course with the sexes
ing of equality as regarded opporUnheard Of Accident
tunity, it would not be long until a fe'What's Thomson swearing so vic
male Cromwell made her appearance,
and, having made her appearance, was iously about?"
"Why, he scheduled his property In
getting her portrait painted.
The painter, once more a fawn order to bail one of his cronies out of
ing, courtly fellow, would have the Jail, and the assessor somehow got
picture a flattery; but she rebuked hold of the document."
him in words that became historic!
Plainly Stated.
'Paint in the hips!" she command
Sha. I
Mr. Summerboard (politely)
ed, sternly, showing that she could
be more rigidly devoted to the truth I help myself to the beans?
Hired Man You will if you git
than Oliver himself. Puck.
enny! Judge.
Laundry work at home would be
Lewis' Sincle Binder cigar. Original in
much more satisfactory if the right
Foil Smoker Package. Take no sub
Starch were used. In order to get the Tin
stitute.
desired stiffness, it is usually necessary to use so much starch that the
The softer a man's head the more
beauty and fineness of the fabric is he is Inclined to butt in.
varying
paste
of
a
hidden behind
thickness, which not only destroys the
appearance, but also affects the wear
ing quality of the goods. This trou
ble can be entirely overcome by using
Defiance Starch, as it can be applied
much more thinly because of its greater strength than other makes.
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Grower
-i
rta,
win vh
ninnrniui her a plan which had formed In hla
itár in the chair. When the i
brain to revenge himself upon her
routine business was fin
father both for his insulting words
ished the chairman rose and said:
and for the death of his own parent
"We now will hear rrom Judge
He had cut off a portion of her hair
Stoakes who we trust has a story relawhile she slept and dipped It In the
tive to circumstantial evidence. Judge
blood of a lamb. He had also sprink
Stoakes."
led blood over pieces of her dreas.
Judge Stoakes, a large man of dig
The hatchet was easily procured
nified presence, whose silver hair
These he had placed in the care dur
alone bespoke his 70 years, rose and
ing one of Col. Farrar's numerous ab
began
sences from the house and there also
'My story Is of the troubled days
he had himself emitted the moans
In Missouri following upon the civil
which had been heard. He would
war, when factional rancor still ran
have carried his hellish plot through
high and the conqueror and the conto the end but that the colonel's plea
quered lived together In outward
for forgiveness at the gallows un
amity but with secret suspicion. I
nerved him.
had Just hung up my shingle in a
"This confession was made partly
little town In the southern part of
at the place of execution and partly
the state which had been the hot bed
afterward In the Jail. As soon as it
of factional warfare, now captured
became clear that Lessure had an lur
by Lyon, now held by Price, and reportant statement to make the sheriff
peatedly preyed upon by the roving
"Melvin Lessure stood with white
turned to the colonel to take the
bands of irregulars of either side. face, clenched hands and gritted teeth
of death from his head. Far
Among the most noted leaders of these while Lucile threw herself at her
rar, unobserved by all who were in
latter was Col. Jim Farrar. Among father's feet and weeplngly begged
tent upon the words of Lessure, has
the northern sympathizers he was and implored him to mitigate the
,
sunk into a sitting posture. The
classed with Quartrell and the
But he cast her
harsh sentence.
sheriff stepped up to him and raised
but when the struggle was over rudely from him with a curse, and,
the black cap. He was dead.
he settled down quietly In the little turning to Lessure with murder in his
"Lessure was immediately placed
town of Chester, and his tall form, eyes, said:
Ills flowing moustaches, his campaign
" 'You dog!
Yc; rrant my daughhat and long coat became him as the ter you!
Why, I shot your father
costume did many another warrior of down in cold blood because he differed
the lost cause.
with me politically. Do you think
"Col. Farrar's household consisted I'll do less for you for trying to rob
of but one daughter, 17 years of age, me of my daughter?'
and of that rare type of beauty which
" 'So it was you who killed my
so often crops out in an adventurous father,'
returned Lessure In a voice
and warlike stock. Her name was beneath the quiet of which lay the
iLucile and she soon set the heart of
tense fixedness of a stern, unbending
very young man in a flame. I myresolve. 'Then, Col. Farrar, I tell you
self fell at the first glance, and as I that I will have your daughter and I
look back down the long stretch of will avenge my father. Are you mine
'years I can see the black hair, the till death, Lucile?'
Wanted to Defer the Petition.
rosy lips and the flashing eyes of
" 'I am yours till death,' said the
A Los Angeles mother tells the fol
Farrar as I watched her in silent
lowing:
BsSSTidBE
BnBslan
(adoration in the meeting house, upon girl as she went over and placed her
"One summer's eve my little son of
the street or flying along on her pony arm proudly about his neck.
six years was sent to bed at his usual
"Very little was seen of Lessure
which seemed as full of life and
time; but he could not sleep. Upon
in town after that and it was whis
spirits as Its fair rider.
my Inquiry what troubled him, he re"It was silent adoration upon the pered that he was staying out on hli
pJJ Pji JirjfiCiJrnMlisBw
Mettffsj
plied: " I can't finish my prayer. I've
part of us all, for never a glance did farm and keeping out of the irate extending his hald to Lessure exgot
'Forgive
as
way.
far
as
us
our
tres
colonel's
wronged
man,
'Young
I
claimed:
have
the fair Lucile have for any of us.
passes as' but I can't get any furth
"About two weeks after his unsuc- you and I hare no wish to leave this
But when Melvin Lessure came to
er, for Howard licked me
and
Chester it was different. Something cessful interview with Farrar, which earth with the 111 will of any man.
I want to lick him
In her woman's heart must have was noised abroad as such things I ask your forgiveness for standing
drawn her toward him, for all the In- are in a small town, Lucile Farrar between you and my poor child and
A Sure Enough Pippin,
difference and all the scorn were disappeared, and the tongues began to for the death of your father which I
"Mrs. Pippin Is such a clever man
gone and they gave themselves up wag in earnest. When for a week believed to be in the line of duty toThis beautiful watea and other
ager."
fine premiums free to boy and
willingly to a love that quickly ran the she had not turned up the towns peo- ward my country.'
Sirle for nelllng- S5 piece ot
she?"
'Is
"Lessure trembled violently but did
gamut from passing Interest to pas- ple, who had little love for Farrar at
Jewelry at 10 renta eaeh. No
money, Juet send your name
'Yes.
Her husband gave ber the
best, were ready to believe anything not reply or raise his eyes. The under arrest. He blew his brains out
sionate devotion.
and we will mall the Jeweirj
money
get
to
their two daughters
"The very mention of a suitor for His threat against his daughter was march to the scaffold continued. A In his cell that night with a pistol
MEMPHIS C. O. CO.
H 1 iMltm In.,
his daughter's hand was sufficient to known and the bolder ones did not deputy was forced to support the tot- procured, no one knew how. Lucile graduating dresses, and she bought
send Col. Farrar Into a rage terrible hesitate to whisper that he had put tering form of Farrar while the sheriff went mad on hearing of the tragedy, herself a lovely gown with It."
r wv r--i L, Ir
Then the
aád kill.
to witness. He noted the growing it into execution. These hints took adjusted the black cap.
lUUJK Súmete
and was confined some time in an
all sua. a eat,
It takes a woman to swallow her
Intimacy of Lucile and Lessure with, form by degrees and at last a witness sheriff stepped back and all was In kasylum.
her
ended
and
She
recovered
medicine with a pleased expression on
jealous anger. But he could not watch came forward who told of passing the readiness for the fatal word when
I CeaffiSaie. Can'
I not apt or tip
her face when she Is compelled to en
her always, and many a time when he colonel's house, situated on the edge Lessure sprang forward and cried in days In a convent.
will avtevii
tertain an undesirable guest.
"That, gentlemen, is my story."
was away looking after the interests of town, late at night, and of hearing an agonized voice:
en
"'Stop!
I alone am guilty I
of his extensive plantation near the low moans and pleadings.
There was a stirring of chairs and
Iotw, Shdleeea.
CROSS BALL BLUR
"At last suspicion took such fierce alone!'
town we less fortunate youths saw
a general lighting of pipes which had Should RED
be in every home. Ask yonr grocer
"The officers of the law called him been allowed to go
e.
Lessure starting on long walks with root that the sheriff hded an inMtia.ee
out In the rapt tor it. l.arge i oi. package only ó cents.
forward
party.
way
and
vestigating
an
Col.
demanded
explanation.
was
Jim
the fair Lucile.
attention
prevailed
that
Judge
while
He declared that Lucile was not dead
Alfalfa
Beeta. Irrigated
"Melvin Lessure inherited all the and they had free run of the premDoes the ugly chorus girl come un IUlm OPENING
lead la New Mexico. Healthful climate.
but that they had run off and been Stoakes was speaking, when Judge der the head of "stage frights?"
Abundant water. Oae food crop pari for land.
firey Impulsiveness of a long Une of ises.
T.
Nixon,
Cbaa
Banana,
agente Wanted.
Chanela.
"The search led to a cave in the married and his wife was then living Grower arose and said:
French ancestry and was not the
I
In
voice
"I
believe
the
of
sentiments
in
concealment
side
of
hill,
St.
once
Louis,
the
as
for
fear
a
used
cellar
youth to brook long this uncertain
There of the wrath of her father and until the club In extending thanks to Judge
He had a but long since abandoned.
Entente of his lovemaking.
big plantation several miles from they found torn pieces of a dress, a he could settle up his affairs and Stoakes."
Chester and had moved into town for bloody hatchet and some tangled locks Join her. But he had not divulged to (Copyright. 1909, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
the social advantages that looked of black, hair drenched with blood. "nAnMnnivviwwww
"nMnnAnnnAnniuwuuuuM
large to us then. He was amply able The dress and the hair were easily
to support matrimony in a style equal identified as belonging to Lucile Farto the best in the community. He rar, the hatchet as the property of
was handsome, studious and courtly the colonel.
"When charged with the crime hit
Just think what a Telephone System would
In his manners and seemed to be
Proper Respiration Adds to Each, But active by deep Inhalations, thus loos
save you all your neighbors at your call your
eligible from any point of view. The knees tottered and he nearly fainted.
ening
UnderToo
Little
Is
the
of
tension
unemployed
memdoctor your veterinarian Dostoffice depot
local Madame Orundy could find no He made no direct denial but moaned
bers. The persistent and regular pracstood.
reason why Melvin Lessure and Lucile and cried like a child. During the
merchant.
tice
of
a
breathing
exercise will not
Farrar were not a perfectly matched trial that followed he seemed stunned
No matter how far from the nearest
only
do
this,
but will give poise and
woThere will be fewer
and oblivious to what was going on.
couple.
Telephone Company, vour comm jnitv can
prostramen
nervous
much
less
and
happiwhich
"I
on
will
their
admit
that
the
of
courts
rock
"But the
have its own local service at a very low cost
The movements of respiration stand
would be loath to accept so tion when proper attention Is giving
ness seemed destined to break was
of maintenance.
a
in
to
double
'relation
the
nervous
corpus
a
says
Inadequate
Col.
rancor.
an exchange. As
delicti, but our to breathing,
Farrar
that of factional
system,
being
required
to
Introduce
blood
was
in
hot
those times and It Delsarte has said, there should be
was of the south unreconstructed and
oxygen into the blood, which takes up
unreconstructable. Oaspard Lessure, seems to me we hanged more than "strength at the center, freedom at
we
now.
do
Service was had on Les- the surface," and this freedom Is but the oxygen, and freeing Itself of the
Melvln's father, had cast his lot with
carbonic acid It contains, the latter
the north and had died at his own sure and he testified to the facts of the acquired by learning to use one's thus acts as a powerful
stimulus to
defending his property quarrel and the threat. Upon Oils lungs at will. By developing and endoorway
the lung nerves.
against the enemies of his adopted evidence and the prisoner's failure to larging them the thoracic cavity is in!,7.,ínllthS-a?nt,- ,
COD"n'- - The equipment Is the
One should remember to avoid col
deny they found their verdict of guilty creased, and upon the degree of this
flag.
apparatus. ThU mean, matt reliable
Iar bone breathing, to cultivate the
and economical service.
power depends expansion.
"Melvin Lessure was no match for and fixed upon the death penalty.
raised and active chest, and to gain
.K.üÍ,kn,ri.t'lephon
"As the day of execution approachIn order to control one's nerves one
Cel. Jim in brawn or bluster, but he
Iy,tem
n cost aaaily within
control of the diaphragm in order to
average fanner.
hesitated not to go to him with his ed Col. Farrar continued in a state must learn to command one's Involunyom
sr
complete
ore
mastery of breathing.
irtmtmJ cut out t him rmie.fr..
But tary muscles, which are diaphragm, have
suit, and the storm he provoked I give of almost total Insensibility.
jwt rHawe. ana oaMraa. M tha mmrwim
fIt Is not necessary to take a long.
eaW aaawf
you as It was later reconstructed when the sheriff came to read the the heart and the intestines.
By
through the searchlngs of the law.
death warrant he roused and raising breathing deeply and controlling one s tiresome trip to some far away place
" 'Never, by the Almighty, never!' his hand to heaven, said:
breath and so Increasing one's lung In order to be taught to care for
" 'Before my maker I swear that I capacity, the heart action is stimulat- oneself, for nature will come to one
WESTERN ELECTRIC
roared the colonel. 'Before I would
ed, and this supplies the nerve centers aid with joyful alacrity la one spot as
see my daughter married to one of the am guiltless of my child's death."
COMPANY
"They led him to the scaffold and with fresh blood, and the nerves set well as another.
accursed assassins of my country I
New York, Boeton. Pbiladelpala.
Pktebart, Atlanta.
But
knowledge
Is sot the only thing
would slay her with my own hands. on the way he passed Melvin Lessure upen the muscles and the brain upon
wssm
TA.COK
CUexne.
- l
required. It is Its application that
c
Ckdl
Oet out of my sight and never dare who was watching the scrae like a the nerves and muscles.
laelnaipoHe. Minaeapelie.
KeaaaeCky , DaUae.'
LoeAateaav belt Lake Ca
In order not to have any waste ol counts, and this means steadfast de
to raise your eyes to a daughter of bird fascinated by a snako. Col. FarNorthern Electric and Meanmctunaf Co..
rar requested the .sheriff to atop, and nerve force, the chest should be kept termination.
the Farrars.'
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Postal Statistics a Mass of Figure
of mall matter that were mailed In th

you want to
fairy tale In figure of the nation'! commercial procrea get a copy of the lateat bunch of
postofflce statistics, Just Issued by A.
L. Lawahe, the third assistant post
master general.
How he got all the figures on one
page Is still a mystery, but he cer
tainly suceeded in piling up enough
millions and billions to make any
one's head swim.
Counting postage stamps must be
a lot like counting the grains of sand
at the sea. At any rate, these careful
counters of Uncle Sam's postofflce department have found out that last
year the department issued 7,651,400,-40of the little sticky things. An
overheated flgurer, who doesn't work
for the postofflce department, figured
out that if these little squares of
paper were placed end to end they
would run a couple of thousand feet
over 120,760 miles.
A footnote to the statistics shows
that Uncle Sam didn't begin printing
postage stamps until July 1, 1847. The
first year he succeeded In putting
800,380 on the market Last year he
Issued 9,600 times that many a fairly decent Increase in the postofflce
years.
business in
The biggest figure on the page is the
one that designates the number of pieces
If

WASHINGTON

United States last year. These to
taled 13.173.340.3ÍÍ.
A large proportion of these consisted of newspapers,
for which no stamps are used. But
In addition to the stamps which were
sold a tiny rifle of 1.266,602.66
stamped envelopes and wrappers was
sold by the department. These Uncle
Sam began to sell In 1862, when he
placed a round 6,000,000 on the market.
The figures for the mail handled
were begun In 1886, when Uncle Sam
carried 3,474,000,000 pieces of mall.
The' figures have quadrupled In a little more than twenty years.
In 1879, when' Uncle Sam's postofflce
started business with Benjamin Franklin as postmaster general, there were
seventy-fivpostoffices,
and in the
first year of their operation they did
$37,936 worth of business, at an expense of $32,140. Since then the
balance has moved to the other side
of the ledger, and for the last year
the revenues of the department were
the pretty little sum of $191,478,633,
while the expenditures were $203,361,-886- .
e

TIM.

PLAIN

TALK.

splriu are often'duc'to ttdaey dlsor-Pain and weakness la the back,

tad hips, headaches, dlnla s.
urinary disorders are sore signs that
the kidneys need Immediate attention.
Delay la ilsngeiii i
Alonso Adama, Osceola, Iowa, says:
"My kidneys failed
me.
I suffered awful pain and was so
weak I could not
work, and often had
to take to bed. I
was dull and exhausted nearly all the
time. I consulted doctors aad used
medicines, but only Doan's Kidney
Pilla helped me. Soon I waa permanently cured."
Remember the name Doan's. For
sale by all dealers. 60 cents a box.
Foster-M- i
lb urn Co., Buffalo., N. T.
WELL DEFINED.

jlffll

GASTOMA

ran

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

"I think she's double-face"Oh. don't say that! One tace like
hers is bad enough!"
Hospitals a Benefit to Property.
The National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
has recently concluded an investigation, which shows that 67.5 per cent,
of the tuberculosis sanatoria and hospitals of the United States have been
a benefit to the property and health
of the communities in which they are
located. In the case of more than 62
per cent of the sanatoria the presence
of the institutions has helped to increase the assessed value of surrounding property.

Bears the
RAJ

Signature
Promotf s Dtfttttimheerful- ntssand Rest Contains neither
m .Morphine nor Mineral
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Not Narcotic
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Use

They Should
A nerfrct Remedy forConslipa- "My honest conviction, based upon
lion . Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea
my own experience and that of my
Woiro,Corril8Íons.Feverish- friends, is that 'Hunt's Cure' will cure
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
a larger per cent, of skin troubles,
especially of an itching variety, than
Ike Simile Signature
any other remedy. Certainly those afDe Quiz What's your Idea of the
flicted with any form of itch should
difference between optimism and pes try It"
The Centaur Company;,
simism?
O. Monroe,
J.
!
NEW YORK.
De
O
I
says
Jumped
optimist
Whiz
the
it
The number of postofflces
Atchison, Kas.
from 75 to 61,168; ttíe extent of the spring when it isn't and the pessimist
post routes from 1,876 to 460,738; the says it isn't when it is.
Royal
miles of mall service performed from
The birth of a son to the youthful
DANDRUFF.
DREADFUL
a little over 800,000 to 638,438,722, and
duke and duchess of Sudermanla gives
Xywantced under the Foodaj
to royal Europe what It has not had
the compensation of the postmasters
Copy of Wrapper.
BlrT Head Encrusted Feared Lea
for more than ten years, namely, a
from $88,198 8to $25,599,397.
Hair-B- aby
Had
Of
All
Her
lady
was
to
growth
The
astounding
The most
Missionary's Wife Mad
whom this honor has come is the
marked by the rural free delivery
Grand Duchess Constantino Nlcolaie-vitcservice. It was begun In 1897, with
Two Perfect Curra by Cutlcura.
who was, before her marriage,
83 routes, covering 1,843 miles, at an
FOOT-EAS- E
Princess Alexandra of Saxe Altenburg.
expense of $14,840. Last year It had
"For several years my husband
grown to 39.143 routes, with 891,432
Your
Shake
Into
Put 'Em Down.
was a missionary In the soutnwest.
miles, and costing $34,500.000.
"I think fancy hose should be proAllen's FooteEase, a powder for the feet It relieves painful, swolEvery one in that high and dry atlen, smarting, nervous feet, and instantly takes the sting out of corn
mosphere has more or less trouble hibited because they promote bad
aad bunions. It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age.
with dandruff and my daughter's scalp manner."
or new shoes feel easy. It is a
Allen's FootaEase makes
the
answer?"
"What's
I
that
with
It
so
elastlo
encrusted
Is
became
that
Last, but not least.
certain relief for ingrowing nails, perspiring, carious and hot, tired,
Ameriencourage
great
"They
the
loss
would
waa
ah
for
alarmed
fear
account beaded as 'miscellaneous
aching feet It is always in demand for use in Patent Leather Shoes
all her hair. After trying various rem- can habit of sticking feet up on desk,
Items."
and for Breaking in New Shoes. We have over 30,000 testimonials.
posts,
Kansas
bought
porch
etc."
chairs,
cake
desperation
a
I
edies,
in
TRY IT TODAY. Sold by all Druggists, 350, Do not accept
The senate's pin money pays for all
CutlCity
fhnVlHflT
Soap
Times.
box
Sent by mail for 25c. in stamps.
and
of
a
07
the telegrams senators send and the of Cutlcura
They left the scalp
cura Ointment
replies. It supplies Ice without sunt
TRIAL PACKAGE sent by mail. Address
beautifully clean and freo from Rough on Rati, unbeatable exterminator
one month's bill, that for December,
S. OLMSTED, LE ROY, N, Y.
a?M4lBwC
ALLEN
25c.
Rough
Nest
Lice,
Hen
on
Powder,
say
happy
to
dandruff, and I am
that
having been $248.58. It provides
Rough on Bedbugs, Powder or Liq'd, 25c,
White Rock and other spe the Cutlcura Remedies wero a com
senate pay. cial waters, Poland Spring being fa plete success. I have also used suc Rough on Flea, Powder or Liquid, 25.
THE United States
odds and enda
vored because Senator Hale of Maine cessfully the Cutlcura Remedies for Rough on, Roaches, Pow'd, 15c. ,Liq'd,2 5c.
on baby's bead. Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 26c.
HAVE YOU A BOY
costs about $2,000,000 a year. To be introduced it years ago. This watet
exact, the amount was $1,859,189.77, has come to possess a traditional Cutlcura Is a blessing. Mrs. J. A. Rough on Skeeters, agreeable tojise,25c.
EDUCATE 1
according to the last report rendered standing as the proper thing of its Darling, 310 Fifth St., Carthage, Ohio, E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.
Before deciding on a school
Jan. 20, 1908."
by Charles Q. Bennett, secretary of kind to slack the senatorial thirst.
do not fail to obtain the
PoOer Drag a Can. Oorp, Sole Props, Boston.
the senate. The latter sum figures to
Decollete.
latest catalogue of
miscellany fund buys type
The
per
92
senators.
$19,500 each
each of
Wu Ting Fang, at a dance in Wash
Next Bett.
and bicycles, horses, wagons,
The money goes for a thousand and writers
HOLY TRINITY COLLEGE
A certain young minister in Phila ington, criticised the modern ballroom
maybe, an auto or two, although
and,
salclassify
between
one things that
listed In the classified delphia, recently ordained, is still very belle.
none
found
are
OF DALLAS
Compensation
and
aries and snuff.
"Like the ancient Briton, who
accounts. No senator was ever seen nervous and sometimes his remarks
mileage of senators, notably the mile- upon
Catalogue sent for the asking.
woad,"
he
said,
dressed
in
"the
blue
bicycle
are
meaning
convey
exactly
bicycle.
There
he
do not
the
a
age, requires a tidy sum. Pages, mes- messengers,
however, and the senate, intended. A few Sundays ago he rose, belle's idea of a magnificent toilet
M
HOLYTRINITY COLLEGE,
sengers, special police, clerks, private
gives
institution,
papers
on his desk, seems to be plenty of paint and. very
being a
fumbled with the
OAK LAWN, DALLAS, TEXAS
secretaries, minor senate officers, the
clothing."
little
necessary machine.
blushed, and then said:
senatorial army of retainers use up the
"My Friends: I I am sorry to say
From January 1 to 31, 1908, Ida
Best In Existence
another large lump. Repairs, new
I have lost the notes for my serthat
washing
for
$122.10
Bamiley
received
"I sincerely believe, all things con
furniture, the senate library, the sen
mon,
cannot
deliver
I
therefore
and
the
407
for
towels
ironing
doxen
Hunt's Lightning Oil is the
ate stable, stationery and newspapers, and
I will have to do the next best sidered.
household
the expense accounts of senate emis- senate. In the same month A. L. It
chap- most useful and valuable
thing,
a
therefore,
few
and
read
iron
washing
and
got
for
$79.80
remedy In existence. For Cuts, Burns,
saries, the cost of the upkeep and ex- Ford
SunBible!
the
ter
from
"Illustrated
During
the
towels.
dozen
pense of special committees, report- lng 266
Sprains and Insect Bites It has no
day Magazine.
ing senate debates and committee same 31 days Edith A. Washington
equal so far as my experience goes."
wash
for
$66.60
meetings, all form just a few of the profited to the sum of
O. E. Huntington,
Another Step Needed.
Eufala, Ala,
other varieties through which the ing and ironing 222 dozen towels.
my
said
right,"
bouse
all
like
T
Problem: How would you like to LuBchmaa, "except
spare change of the senate flows in a
I
thing.
on
for
The Ins and Outs of It
be the washerwoman?
steady stream.
guess you'll have to fix that."
"What is all that racket going on
"What is it?" asked the architect
down in the lot?"
"Several times lately I've nearly
"Jim was breaking in the little
reaching
my
for
another
neck
broken
own
her
became ill she abandoned
I
of
step
when
head
the
at
the
stairs
social programme in Cincinnati and
"Well?"
remained in Washington. This made got home late, so I guess you'd better
"And the little mare has broken
step
Catholic
put
another
there."
carry
out
it possible for Mrs. Taft to
out" Baltimore American.
Times.
and
Standard
the remainder of the entertainments
Fin Oropt.
which had already been scheduled
Not "Just a Good" It's the Bett
"Do you raise anything worth while
and Mrs. More took her place as
I
unfailingOne
box
Hunt's
of
is
Cure
in your garden?" said the visitor from
hostess at several official dinner par
ly,
guarunqualifiedly
absolutely
and
ties which Mrs. Taft had planned anteed to cure any form of akin dis- the city.
"I should say so," answered Mr.
earlier In the season. Mrs. More won ease. It is particularly active In promptTAFT took his family admiration by the grace with which ly relieving and permanently curing Crosslots; "it's the best place for fish
PRESIDENT recently and left his she fitted into the position of a White
lng worms In the entire villnge."
all forms of itching known.
wife and children there while he re- House hostess.
Eczema, Tetter,
and all
The Facta.
Mrs. Taft's first social season as similar troubles are relieved by one
turned to Washington to stay out the
"Do poet ever really starve?"
mistress of the White House was
tariff bill with congress.
application; cored by one box.
"Weil, maybe not But we seldom
Mrs. Louise More of Cincinnati, sis- brilliant success In spite of the nerever get a chance to overeat"
Caste Below Stair.
ter of Mrs. TafL accompanied the vous trouble which necessitated her
Dr. Blggers Huckleberry Cordial
"Are there degree of rank in the
family to Beverly and will remain withdrawal. Never in the history of
When taken at the beginning of Stomach
there some time, so as to relieve Mrs. generations has there been so much servants' hall?"
never fails to cure Diarrhoea,
"To be sure. Maids who have Troubles
Taft, who has been 111 of as much social activity at the White House.and
Dysentery, Flux, Children Teething,
care as possible. Mrs. More is the never has society been more diplo- charge of dogs won't associate with At Druggists 25c and SOc per bottle. etc
tomaids who take care of children."
wife of Prof. Louis More of the Uni- matically and pleasantly brought
Learning without thought is labor
versity of Cincinnati. She acted as gether. Persons who had not been In Pittsburg Post
Poaltl vely cored by
lost, thought without learning is perilhostess of the White house since Mm. the White House for many months,
these Little Pills.
yean,
were
several
"I find Cascarets so good that' I would
for
some
to
Convince Him.
Hard
ous. Confuclou.
Taft suffered a nervous breakdown and'
They alto relieve Disnot be without them. I was troubled a
"So you're going to marry old
several weeks ago. She came to Wash- again welcomed and hobnobbed with
tress from Dyspepsia
great deal with torpid liver and headache.
HOUSEKEEPERS
daughter, eh? Well, you know
ington with Judge Herrón, her father, each other to an extent hard to be
and Too Hearty Now since taking Cascarets Canríy CatharUse Red Cross Ball Blue. It makes clothes
two can live cheaper than one."
A perfect remlatin.
for a short visit, but when Mrs. Taft lieve.
clean and tweet as when new. All grocers.
tic I feel very much better. I shall ceredy for Dilllneaa, Nau"I know, but I can't convince her
tainly recommend them to tnr friends as
sea,
Drowsiness,
Bad
n
V
.I, hutuJi
The good times we long for will not
father of that fact."
Taste in the Month, Coatcome in the guise of
ed Tongue, Pain ta the
watches.
a remarkable turn in the case of the
Osbotn Mill No. , Pall River, Mass.
Attend to Your Liver
Bide, TORPID LIVER.
SUCCESS FOR SEVENTY TEARS
They regulate the Bowels. Portly Vegetable.
Belmonts, and Mr. Roosevelt, it is said
No organ in the human body can
A M
P.p.. I
Thlft thft
Palatable. Potent, Tasto Good.
Pleasant.
others
liable
officers
and
remedy
diarrhea,
dysentery
fur
cabinet
his
bowel
asked
ta til
give as many different kinds of trouble
Do Good. Nutl lawt.WtSseijnrOtfot.
SMALLPILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.
Mp. 25c . 50c. Never aoM to Dnlk. The sera-bhigh in the official scale to stay away as the liver when tt is not right Simtablet stamped C O C. Otarisllllt
from the Belmonts functions.
It wouldn't bo a bad Idea to acquire
Genuine Mutt Bear
92
mons' Liver Purifier makes It right
enrt or yonr money back.
the habit of dodging pessimists.
The first entertainment was a fail- and keeps it so.
Signature
-v. Dr. MelltTOSHMlabimaaa
ure because of this taboo. The men
There's a rich, satisfying quality in
It is right to look our life accounts Lewis'
came in large numbers and their
Binder
Singla
is
found
no
that
in
wives with few exceptions absented bravely in the face now and then, and othet 5c cigar.
settle them honestly. Bronte.
refuse
PERRT BELMONT has not themselves. But the Belmonts had
Separating an easy mark from his
MRS.
for their new
her plan of invading already made plans
Better than gol- d- Like tt in color
money Is nothing to boast of.
matauUIWplussa
Washington society. The new home home. They had brought their archi Hitaba Wiatrd Oil the best of an remex edies for rheumatism, neuralgia, aad all
manufacturers at trataos nasi
of the Belmonts, Just completed, which tect from Paris and Incurred much
pain, soreness and in. munition.
unas In a fashionable section of pense.
Mr. Belmont wa not daunted. BeNew Hampshire avenue, will be dediWe losa money and comfort, and
The daughter's doings have boon
cated to the object for which U wa fore long she wa entertaining Col. even temper sometimes by not learnthe mother' acta
built and will become the center of Bromwell, the official major domo of ing to be more careful. Dickens.
ftfBf:
W. N. U, Oklahoma City, No.
social and political Interest in the the White House under the Roosevelt
regime, and his wife at theater parnational capital.
There was a story that the Bel- ties, and her field of social conquest
monts had decided to give up their was gradually extended until now ah
Washington venture on account of Is perfectly at home as an entertainer.
Next winter on her return from
the obstacle which President Roosevelt nut In the way of their social abroad she will throw open her new
plana. This disposition of President palace for entertainments that ara
Roosevelt to regulate everything took Ukeli to make her critics lit up.
rtaty. ray hair. Us
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Do You Own YourOwn Fireside
I'm not In tht real estate business, but
lean Mil you a Fireside trjat will rnak bom
bright, even If you aro paying ront. It' tho

Well.

r

latest rnodel EDISON PHONOGRAPH, and
plays both tht two and four minutos records
DOLLARS
IT COSTS ONLY TWENTY-TWconverted
Com In and hear one, and you will bt
O

HENRY S. EVANS
Cor. 10th and

"EVERYTHING IN JEWELRY."
You Save Money Here
Pennsylvania Ave.

You can pay more,
But can't buy more
Quality, not price, determines a standard.

áá

Punch Brand"

Canned Goods has established a standard of quality that is
a real standard. Thev cost no more tpan canned "stuff."

"F. F. O. S."

stands for Finest Fruit of the Garden. Auqality is paramount when it comes to selecting what you eat.
Your money back if goods are not what we claim.

l. ;Bp hushes.
Modem Grocer.

Holmes Cleaning Works
E. A. ELLIS, Prop.

;I09 New

York Avenue.

We Lead, the Rest Follow
French Dry Cleaning and Repairing. Spaeialists on Ladies and
Gents Clothing, Silks, Feathers, etc.

Cash Meat Market
Fribley
See him before you sell your live stock,
Cattle, Hogs, Etc.

The or)ly place in Otero County
whereyou can get a White
Pine Screen Door is at

McRae Lumber Company

NEflU'S
Formerly

M lamopordo

best Known botel ir
THE oldest and
Under the new manaaement

tt)e rates have been rea uced to $Z.UU a day
and the service has been improved.

OOOO
PECIAL attention given to families and
to dinner Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B. Meal

Southwestern Hotel
and Gafe,
EUROPEAN PLAN
J. C. JONES, Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with
everything brand new.
The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Regular Dinner for

35c.

The Home of the Big Bad ippl- tThe Garden Spot of Southern Hew Mexioo.

Say! arc You Behind?
FEED jmtSTORE
worn CASH
iw.

Ml. Mmenis in

-

Well,

the other men's debit. By fM
aoet. WtalaaMd(

BSSBSf

on,.

you

Garden and Field Seed, Flour, Meal, Grain and
Hay call on us at Cooper's old stand, 9th Street

Farm to Supply tk. Guests With
Tularoaa it one of tho oldest
Summer Fruits and Vegesettlements in Southern New
Mexioo.
It was first settled by a colony
of 21 families from Messilla and
Old Mexico. In the early days it
was used as a military post by
the United States troops, laying
about equal distance between
the forte on the Pecos and on the
Rio Grande.
The large Lumber of persons
going through the country made
a market for the fruit and

oal be II yea WSe al Ike

jo

tables Will be Bun

STEPP

&

MURRELL

Highrolls is the midway sta
Phone 74.
Mountion of the Sacrament
tain railroad, on the Fresnal
river and the brink of the beau
Electrical Supplies. Auto and Gasoline
tiful Box Canon and the Alamo- Engine Supplies.
eordo and Oloudcroft scenic high
way now building. Not too high,
yet high enough ; not too warm,
General Repair Shop. Wiring Done.
yet warm enough. The climate
is pronounced by physicians and
F- laymen to be as near ideal as
agricultural products.
Cor. lOth and Fenn. Ave.
The colonists had plenty of any climate in the world.
'Phone 56.
as
well
as
advantages,
These
water for irrigation, and with
their stock and the products of the rolling hills and gravelly soil
the farm they soon become weal- which never is muddy, makes
thy ; and today Tularosa is the Highrolls an ideal camping site.
wealthiest community in the A company is now erecting 100
Proprietor of the
cottages and tent cottages that
territory.
yet
The land will produce anything will be rustic in appearance,
cold
fresh
running
will
contain
zone,
grown in the temperate
Good rigs, careful drivers and
Is now ready for business.
and many of the products of the spring water, electric light and
Office
town just East of News office
up
genteel treatment.
sewerage connections.
tropics.
A sixty acre lake w ill be built Phone
Residence Phone 170
Over five thousand tones of althe
dam
at
of
a
by
means
Tua
soon
from
shipped
falfa iscut and
This will
larosa every year. We have seven head of Box Canon.
to
fishing
and
boating
stores, except hardware and furn furnish
of
place
only
the
resorters,
the
iture.
wo
five
hundred
over
in
kind
the
other
and
a
bank
We need
lines of business. We have a soil miles.
The company will run its big
and climate that the world can
with the view of supplying
farm
not excell.
in
Write to Dr. J. W. Long, J. guests with fresh eggs, milk, ft
of
vegetables
and
My stock it
the old stand at La LUZ, N. M,
E. Anderson, J. W. Prude, Louis summer fruits
TVl Is still at
3K complete in all lines and my prices are right.
Just received a car
Virgil, Irby Fairies, Ira Whet all kinds.
ot Ft. Smith, Ark,-- .
arm ana mountain wagons. i am fa
Box Cañón, with its beautiful
more, or any other citizen of
'
agent for Champion Mowers and Rakes and other Interna- - I
water falls, while now comparaTularosa,
Also agent for the John
tional Harvester Co., Machinery.
tively unknown, is pronounced
Implements.
Company's
Plow
Deere
by traveled people to be far su- Missing the Sovereign.
'Ú
, i
.
j i
"You know," said the man, perior i n natural Deauiy a n u
"how innocently your wife will grandeur to such famour resorts
look at you across the breakfast as Apache Canon in Colorado,
table when you have searched etc.
B. ARMSTRONG,
W. R EIDS0M.
Besides the scenic road being HENRY J ANDERSON,
vour Dockets and discovered a
Vie President
President.
Cashier
built from Alamogordo, there
sovereign missing.
trails
burro
and
horse
be
will
suspicions,
your
"You may have
up and down to the most inter
but you must keep them to your esting sights. It is safe to say
self. I stood it for two or three that there is no place in the
years before a bright thought country where one can find a
came along. Then I got hold of greater variety of scenic attraction in one square mile than at
IN.
a counterfeit sovereign', a hopeHighrolls.
lessly bad one, placed it in my
CONDEN8ED STATEMENT
purse, and when I got. up one
Dog Canon,
COMPTROLLER'S
AT
CALL, CLOSE OF BUSINESS Juna 23, IS0S.
morning and missed it I felt
Dog Canon is a station on the
RESOURCES
LIABILITIES
happy.
A: Southwestern
$ 94.163.03 Capital
Loans and Discounts
25,O0OOf
railroad,
Paso
El
"Two hours after breakfast my
Overd rafts
i:,(uu
Jio.ii narpins
Alamo-gord16,tOU.0O
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation ...
2.9M..7I
Undivided ProliU (Net)
wife went out, and at noon 1 was eleven miles south of
150.00 Circulation
Premiums on L. S. Bonds
IMDMD
.
3.291.15 Deposits
nils. Securities, etc
four
lying
with
mountains
1U.6743T
sent for to identify her at the
23,5t.00 Time certificates of dopoait
Bankinir liouse.furnilure & fixtures
li.02T.2J
275 00
Real Estate owned
police station. She had handed miles to the east and unlimited Other
Due from National Hanks nut re
aL'entf;
22 074.20
thatjbad sovereign out in pay building stone and fine stock Dueserve
from State and Private Banks
and bankets. Trust luntpanies
ment for an umbrella and been range with plenty of spring
and Savings Banks
3,423.10
Due from anu'vM Reserve Avenís
14.317.52
caught, and she had been a pris water beautiful sceuery and the Checks
and other items
748.28
Notes of other National Banks
460.00
oner for two hours when I got white sands ten miles to the Fractional
Cnr'y, nickels, cents
98 05
money
puauti-tLawful
reserve
is
in
11,051.75
west,
unlimited
that
there."
Redemption land
800,00
and unsuipased in puality as
"And what did you say?" he
Total
$189,668.31
Total
;H9,(J
building
a
material. Thee is a
was asked.
good plant in operation now for
DIRECTORS
"Nota word."
calcining this product snd also
W. J. BRYSON
"And what did she say?"
F. M. RHOMBEKG,
HENRY J. ANDERSON,
"She laid it on the milkman, of good prospects for a branch rail- J. M. WYATT.
O. MEYER,
running from Dog Oanon to the
w. R. EIDSON,
course." London Tit-Bit- s.
BYRON SHERRY, HENRY 8. EVANS.
white sands plant. They have
their warehouse built at Dog
More Work for the Preacher
Canon out of the white sand
According to reports the church cement. We have
a nicr level
in the rural districts is even more val lay of excellent soil and
neglected than in the city, and an settled by enterprising people
Theie is some vacant land yet to EMBALMEP
eastern writer proposes, as
AND FUNERAL
most
orricE
NO. 4.
remedy, that the rural clergyman be taken up and we hope it will DIRECTOR
RESIDENCE
DEALC
all be settled with in the next AND
PHONE
should also be a farmer, a scien few months. This valley has been IN FUNERAL
SUPPLIES
NO. .
d
agricultura retared on account of the land
tifie,
list. On Sundays he should not being surveyed,but it is bepreach ; on other days he should ing surveyed now, and will be in
show his neighbors how to make shape so that every body will
know where their land lays with
farming a success. And as his in thirty days.
Dog Canon hai
good farming began to beat his one good cement schoolhouse
neighbors, in it returns, his and they have nine months
church would begin to fill up school wirh about forty schoolars
Hotel under con
ii s a goou ueai to asK ot a man enroled.
struct ion, a good depot, passenhe
should
be
expert
an
that
in ger and freight office and what
two lines and then it might not we need in more good hustling
people with a little means to
work.
Good typewritten letters convey
make this the finest country in
an impression of good business
If a man walks, his wife the Southwest. There are several
met hods, and the machine is often
needn't pray more than a minute small pumping plants that will
responsible
show
ean
what
be
done
for the appearance.
with
a day for his safety; If he drives
water. This land is adapted to
a horse three minutes, and if he
fruits' vegetables, cane, caffir-cor"wnsan automobile she should
milomaze and alfalfa, we
spend most of her time on her get the best of water at from
35 to 50 feet deep, and have
knees.
types always reach the proper printing point. The type-ba- r
opeprodject on foot now to drill a rates through
or with a guide a feature peculiar to the Under-W0u- 'i
test well for an artesian well
There is a certain period in
T"e yPe must go
There's no other way. It cannot
girl's life when even if she hasn't and the writer firmly belives we wobble. Good looking workright.
is
assured
and the Underwood features
will
develope
flowing
water
at prevent operator's blunders.
a sorrow in the world, she walks
reasonable depth, which will
to the gate and looks as wistful wake this the garden spot of the
Sííht1mSlér.1?J''iÍMi7,,iíh, "c""Prtct week ta the Underwood I.Ja
as if a stepmother in the castle southwest, we hartily welcome
"Mil. Why not com. look at
KnowiedS Underwood will help yon to"secara
íÓE,Í1.1
new
comers
all
to come and see
behind her was heating irons to
treater efficiency. It will be
w?&y.,ch&
our country and willingly give
v
brand her.
assistance to any one who
It is a mistake that a woman any
wishes to locate among us. Any
"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"
makes a fool of a man. She one wishing further information
simply furnishes the opportunity, regarding this country address
AWwr)r
Co.,
and he generally does the rest. Üdwin Keller.
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ROUSSEAU,

J. Q. GRANT,

City Livery and Transfer

C.DealerMEYER?
General Merchandise
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Established 1900

The First National Bank
Of Alamogordo,

M.

y

A.

well-traine-

J, BUCK

UNDERTAKER

The

Printing
Point

The Underwood

The Underwood Typewriter

Inc.

